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By Allison Brow n

the Meredith crisis. And that was all
the more reason for us, students at the
t the first meeting of his
University of Mississippi 20 years
magazine writing class last
later, to learn about, write about and
January,Ole Miss writer-ing'a ther information about something
residence, Willie Morris told
we had not seen first hand . We would
his nine students: "Y' all are the
have less preconceived biases and pregreatest. You can do anything you set
judices than our older counterparts
your minds to."
who could remember. the event. The
In the inspirational manner he is
curiosity of youth would heighten our
known for, he assured the young aspir- , fascination with the event, and the
ing writers that we would write and
stories would be written with enproduce two of the best college
thusiasm. Youth would be to our admagazines ever. Though wary of what
vantage in objectively reviewing the
lay ahead, we were anxious to accept
events of the past , and writing about
the challenge and excited about what
them in relation to the black/white
we would learn from the. former editor
situation now .
of Harper 's.
We knew we would learn to write
better and edit better, but what we
IlUJ,C; was so right. Mter I was
didn't know was that we would learn
named editor of this issue, I
the details of a significant historical
began reading books and arevent that happened during our
ticles, and more importantly,
lifetimes.
talking to people. I learned that there
Willie 's plan was for us to do an en- were strong feelings all over campus
tire Ole Miss Magazine on the James about us doing this issue. I learned that
Meredith crisis, a event more than 20 people I knew very well had been inyears ago that led to the integration of timately involved in the Meredith
this and other universities. Willie told crisis, and they just didn't think it
us that Sept. 30, 1982, would mark the would do any good to dig up events of
20th anniversary af the historical event the past. They told me it would be bad
in which blood was shed, lives Y-':ere for the J.lniversity. It was a real struggle
lost and traditions were overturned to for me because I have always been
admit a black man to the University of very loyal to Ole Miss, and I began to
Mississippi.
wonder whether I should have
It was strange for many of us to think anything to do with the issue, or
that in our lifetimes, people were ac- whether we should even publish it. I
tually denied admission to a state in- understood the fears of these people.
stitution purely on the basis of skin col- They had probably said and done
or . Willie recognized that most of us things 20 years ago that they wouldn't
knew little about the events that led to dream of saying in this day and time.

The Meredith incident was a crisis. It
was an ordeal that no one would like to
relive. But crises usually make individuals and institutions stronger, and
this one had certainly toughened Ole
Miss. I decided to follow through with
the Meredith issue because I believed
it needed to be done. I knew the
students ih our class could do a fair
and honest job ,of reflecting on t,pe
cnsls.
One of the hardest things we did as a
class was becoming educated on the
issue. I assigned reading lists and asked class members to read anything else
they could get their hands on. We
wanted everything to be accurate
because as history Professor David
Sansing told us , "Many people do not
want to see the Meredith issue brought
up again, but if you do not do it , others
will. Become well versed on the whole
event ... these words may be the most
highly scrutinized words you ever
write."
Boy, this is going to be an undertaking, I thought. And it ,was. But the
hard work was rewarded as we learned about our past and how it related to
the present. We became more aware of
the significance of history and how it is
used every day. We learned that
events such as the Meredith crisis have
led to change that we have lived to see.
An example of change that has occurred in our lifetimes is the integration of public schools in Mississippi. It
is amazing that blacks were not enrolled in my small elementary school in
Pascagoula until 1971. And the same
holds true for many people my age . My
fifth grade year, five blacks were placed in each class and one black teacher
was hired. We noticed there was a
change, but we did not know we were
"supposed" to be prejudiced, so we
weren't. We played with blaclt
children and enjoyed having them in
class. It was the beginning of a new
generation that was partly created by
events such as the Meredith crisis.
he members of our magazine
class not only learned about
history and change, but we
also learned from each other.
At one particular meeting, a writer for
GEO magazine sat in. He was doing a
special assignment on Oxford, particularly because it is Faulkner's
town-20 years after his death. Since
we were dealing with another event of
the same time period, he wanted to sit
in on our class. His presence provoked
a discussion among our black and
white class members that is so vivid in
my mind it seems like yesterday. I
came away from class with a better
idea of why problems between black

and white studen~ still exist. Problems
seemed to stem fi0m misunderstan- ·
dings. Black students were saying that
they felt like perhaps they didn 't
belong at Ole Miss . They couldn't
make themselves feel quite at home .
White students in the class could not
understand this. They said that for the
most part , they tried to be extra helpful
to black students. One white student
summed up the problem by saying that
the problems the blacks encounter
stem merely from their being a minority. She recalled being one of the only
white students in a predominantly
black high school. "1 can- relate to
every problem you cite.- Your problems are not just because you are
black, they are because there are
among only 600 blacks out of almost
10,000 students here . You just have to
try a lot harder than everyone else ,"
she said . Another white student compared the situation to her experiences
as an independent student involved in
many Greek dominated organizations
and activities. "I have had to work
twice as hard as some people because I '
didn't already have a large group of
people supporting me ," she said.
This all made so much sense to me.
Twenty years ago, James Meredith was
in the smallest minority possible . He
was by himself among people who ,
didn't want him around. Of course, he
had to try harder than most students,
but he paved the way for other black
students to come to Ole Miss. This can
be compared to so many other situations. Change doesn't occur overnight.
But when it does, it is due to people
who work extra hard at it.
Weare of a generation that knows
first hand that blacks and whites can
actually work together, grow up
together and share common experiences . We all know deep down
that it is just plain wrong to look at
people purely on the basis of their skin
color. The hardest thing is admitting it.
Even at Ole Miss, where tradition
hangs on until the very last thread,
much progress has been made. But
when some black students are saying
they don 't feel comfortable, and on the
other hand, white students say they go
out of their way to make things better
for blacks, there is still mote progress
to be made. Our generation can do
something about it. We can work
toward the inevitable change that will
make Ole Miss a better place for people of all races.

Allison Brow n , 22, a 1982 graduate of th.
University of Mississippi, is ODK Leader of the
Year for Regio n VII and a m em ber 'of the Ole
Miss Hall of Fame ,
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without a fight from Mississippi
segregationalists. They saw integration
as a threat to their established way of
life , and Barnett was convinced he
could save a "separate but equal"
Mississippi.
When adamantly refusing federal
court orders, Barnett was reminded by
James McShane, Chief U .S. Marshal,
"that the Court of Appeals of the Fifth
Circuit has entered a temporary
restraining order. .. enjoining you from
jnterfering in any way with the
registration of James Meredith at the
University of Mississippi. " Barnett's
reply was a " proclamation " to
preserve the peace, dignity and tranquility of the state by denying
Meredith admission to the University.
He became the first governor ever to
be convicted of federal contempt for
his refusal to carry out the court order
to admit Meredith.
,.

.

\,

4
Meredith reflects intensely on a reporter's question during one of many interviews he had
on campus.

By John Hall
& Paula. McConnell
t is Sunday, September 30,
1962. No black has ever been
enrolled in The University of
Mississippi, ' but 29-year-old
James Meredith intends to be the first.
In the next 24 hours the greatest conflict between federal and state
authorities since the Civil War will occur. Two men will be killed, hundreds
of people will be injured, and nearly
200 will be arrested in riotous battles
between a rebellious mob and hundreds of federal troops and federalized
National Gua~d units occupying the
Ole Miss campus.
Meredith's struggle began in January
of 1961 with his first application for
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admission to the University of
Mississippi. Mter his application was
dertied, a series of trials occurred,
resulting in a decision by the U.S.
Court of Appeals stating that Meredith
had been ~ 'turned down solely because
he was a Negro. " It took Meredith a
year and a half of litigation to win in
court, only to find that his troubles had
barely begun. When university officials, faced with contempt of court
charges, agreed to enroll Meredith,
Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett personally took over their offices. Barnett
vowed to go to jail rather than admit a
Negro to Ole Miss.
Meredith would be admitted, but not
~

arnett's sentence for contempt included a $10,000
a-day fine for each day that
he delayed. The governor
realized that he would have to succumb to the orders of the federal
government, but he wanted it to appear that he did not go down without a
confrontation. At the same time that
Barnett was saying, "We must either
submit to the unlawful dictates of the '
federal government or stand up like
men and tell them 'never', " he was
bargaining with President John F. Kennedy to capitulate and register
Meredith . Throughout the secret
negotiations with the President and Attorney General Robert Kennedy,
Barnett stressed that the federal
government ' would have to
demonstrate a "show of force" so that
he could tell his supporters that he had
been "overwhelmed." The governor
wanted a confrontation between
himself and federal authorities acted
out at the University gate. He would
have the Highway Patrol and a mob
behind him while Meredith would
meet them escorted by Army troops.
After Barnett refused admission to
Meredith five times, the soldiers
would draw their weapons and the
governor would have to "step aside." .
The President did not agree to this
plan and threatened to go on television
and disclose Barnett's dealings. Only
then, with the threat of losing face
. with fellow segregationalists , did
Barnett agree to assist in admitting
Meredith and help federal troops by
using the state's Highway Patrol to
maintain order. The governor said he
did 'not know if he could control even
his Qwn supporters. He also did not ·
realize the extent to which students
and segregationalists throughout the
South had been stirred by wild rumors

and flamboyant 's peakers, such as
former General Edwin Walker.
In Dallas, Walker had declared that
if federal troops went to Mississippi,
he would too. Walker was commander
of the U .S. Army troops that had en- .
forced integration by order of President Dwight Eisenhower in Central
High School at Little Rock, Ark., in
1957-. Walker said he had been on the
wrong side in Little Rock and called for
" 10,000 strong, from every state in the
union to rally to the cause of freedom.
This time I am on the right side, and I
will be there. " It became clear at this
point that the use of force might be inevitable. In Washington President
Kennedy received telegrams from two
senators and four congressmen from
tell i ng
him :
A
M i ssissippi
HOLOCAUST IS IN THE MAKING
AND YOU ARE THE ONLY ONE
WHO CAN STOP IT:
The plan was to bring Meredith to
Ole Miss Sunday afternoon. Even
though the public thought Meredith
would not be arriving on campus until
Monday, as early as Sunday morning
the highways approaching Oxford
were busy with carloads of men who
had heeded General Walker's call, as
well as students returning from a football game in Jackson. Many of them
brought a complete arsenals of ammunition with them on their mission to
"keep Mississippi sovereign."
Y 3 p .m., 452 federal troops

were on their wC!y to Oxford
from Millington Air Force
Base in Memphis, 70 miles
north. A group of 48 federal marshals
equipped with white helmets, gas
masks, nightsticks, guns, and tear gas
began circling the Lyceum at 4: 15 p .m .
A crowd began to gather in the Circle
within a few minutes of the marshals'
arrival.
Withi~ a half hour, a crowd of 500
had gathered.
Marshals escorted Meredith from
the Oxford airport to Baxter Hall, on
the edge of the campus, while men
shouted "nigger, nigger" as Merideth
passed by. A small force of 24 government marshals was left to protect him,
a group much smaller than at the
Lyceum. The size of the crowd grew
steadily as night approached, reaching
more 2,000. Students threw cigarettes
ontothe canvas tops of the army trucks
parked in front of the Lyceum. One
truck was set aflame by a burning
piece of paper thrown by the crowd.
Only the roof was damaged before the
driver extinguished the flames. But
this was just a beginning. By dawn,
three cars would become twisted
scraps of burned metal.
Mississippi highway patrolmen
stood , . widely spaced between the

•

federal marshals and the mob , but
some of the crowd slipping past the
line of Mississippi lawmen. No attempts were made by University officials , highway patrolmen or marshals
to isolate trouble-making leaders and
identify or arrest them. Federal officials assumed that the crowd knew of
the Barnett-Kennedy agreement, but
not any of the Mississippi law enforcers or University officials had been
told . .william Miles, a reporter for The
Tupelo Journal, wrote a story on the
Barnett deal , but officials of the
newspaper refused to print it until it
could be corroborated in detail. As a
result it did not appear in the Saturday
newspaper. His story might have
prevented the riots. Highway
patrolmen were advising students that
the marshals had entered the campus
without the knowledge or cooperation
of state officials.
he noise from the croud grew
louder with shouts of
obscenities directed toward
the federal soldiers. Loud
screams of "Yankee go home" were
heard as the mob pressed forward
heaving rocks, spitting and tossing rotten eggs at the line of men. Piercing
..Rebel yells followed each attack. The
marshals began asking permission to
fire tear 'gas into the mob. McShane
saw that matters were not improving.
He began to sense danger as the
highway patrolmen were either unable
or unwilling to move the crowd . ,When
a two-foot iron pipe was thrown from
the- cf-Gwd and hit a ,marshal in the
helmet, McShane ·shouted "Gas!'-the
command' for gas masks. A bottle then
broke on another- marshal's arm, emitting a milky fluid. He soon realized
acid was searing through his skin.
" Fire!"
McShane's command was barely
heard over the roar of the -mob . The
thump of riot guns shooting clouds of
teat gas was heard as the mob was
forced back into the darkness. The
time was 7:58 p.m. , and the battle of
Ole Miss had begun.

bricks, and chunks of concrete, the
students were gradually being replaced by outsiders from Georgia, Texas,
and Alabama .
parked car was trapped in
the no man's land between
the state patrol and the
federal marshals. In it was
Fred Pow ledge a reporter for the
Atlanta Journal. Crouched in the front
seat, he turned on the radio and tried
to hear the President 's speech above
the battle roar. The President was appealing to the Ole Miss students. "The
eyes of the nation and all the world are
upon you and upon all of us. And the
honor of your . university-and
state-are in the balance." Tear gas
guns continue to explode. " .. .I am certain the great majority of the students
will uphold that honor. .. " A battery of
rocks sail over the car. " ... There is, in
short, no reason why the books on this
case cannot now be. quickly and quietly closed in the manner directed by the
court... " A cloud of choking gas rose in
front of the Lyceum. The President did
not realize the true severity of the
situation, nor did he realize his appeal
should not have been directed at
students. By this time, students composed less than a quarter of the crowd .
While all of this raced through
Powledge's mind, a member of the
crowd shouted, "Let's get that S.O .B.
in the car! " Escape was impossible. As
the mob rushed to his car, marshals
fired tear gas around it. Someone yelled, "Kennedy is an S.O.B.! " and the
c(owd retreated.
-The President's speech had just ended when Paul Guihard, a French journalist, arrived to cover the scene for
his newspaper in Paris. From the information in the President's speech,
Guihard thought the story was all over
as he approached Oxford. He was
shocked and surprised to see the raging
mob and swirling tear gas. He itnmediately went into the crowd to ask
questions. About 10 minutes later, a
sniper's bullet pierced Guihard's back
and entered his heart. He died on his
way to the hospital.

U.S:- Attorney 'General Robert Kennedy was disheartened to hear the
news of the necessity to use tear gas.
t was now 9 p.m., and the
He had hoped any force by the troops
could be avoided. The President was
mob was surging in a sJate of
scheduled to make a nation-wide
confusion . Suddenly, there
television adaress directed toward
were rumors of the arrival of
Governor Barnett and the people of
ex-general Edwin Walker , who he...!
Mississippi on the crisis at hand. Kencome -to "rally to the cause ot
nedy rushed to the President's office to
freedom, " just as he had promised in
tell him the ne'ws, but it was too late.
Dallas. He was led to the Confederate
The President had just gone on the air.
monument at the opposite end of the
Meanwhile, the struggle at Ole Miss
Grove, where he spoke to the mob. He
was mounting. Angry state troopers
told them they had been sold out and
straggled to the Lyceum, wheezing and
had a right to protest under the Concoughing the whole way. Several had
stitution. He then walked toward the
been hit by canisters tempting them to
Lyceum. Just before his speech, the
use their guns on the crowd. McShane
state patrol had withdrawn from the
ordered them to put their guns in their
campus, leaving the marshals alone in
trunks . He resented having to send
defense, and their tear gas supply was
them back into the tear gas, but it had
diminishing.
to be done. Amazingly, the mob kept
Inside, the Lyceum had become a
coming back after the barrages of gas , temporary jail and field hospital. Peowere shot at them. Throwing rocks, ple w ith bro~en arms, legs, and ankles
,
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Truckloads of troops parade up fraternity row, unaware of th e v iolence of the evening.

The day after, studen ts gat h er in the grove to observe afte r math of the rio t.

Governor Ross Bar nett waves cheerfully to members of the press as he arrives on campus.
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southeast of the Lyceum w hen a .38
bullet entered his forehead . He, like
Guihard, died on th e way to the
hospital.

I

An unknown protestor expresses his view

of the situation on a bulletin issued to the
press corps.

lined the hallways.
A new supply of tear gas arrived .
Presid ent Kennedy was on the
telephone ordering the Governor to
send the highway patrol back into action . Bullets began to strike against the
Lyceum. Any movement in a window
drew fire . The marshals in front of the
Lyceum crouched down behind the
trucks . They asked permission to
return fire . Their request was called in
to the White House . Permission was
• denied.
Strangely, only a few rioters went to
Baxter Hall where Meredith was actually kept. The building was much
more vulnerable than the Lyceum
because there were only 24 guards and
one two-way radio. The Lyceum
becauses the symbol of authority.
Th e first actual troops, composed of
some 60 Mississippi National Guardsmen , arrived at about 11 p .m. Live'
ammunition was fired at them , a captain 's arm was broken , others w ere injured. Most of their windshields were
smashed . These troopers had little
training, but their presence further
aroused the mob.
By midnight, few students had not
returned to their dormitories. They
were replaced by furious outsiders
who had sneaked onto the campus by
running across the highway. The fresh
rio~er now took over. Hidden snipers
incre sed their fire . Some 250 additio I- guardsmen made .their way
through barricades, roadblocks, and
gunfire. Miraculously, no marshals
were killed. Governor Barnett sent Lt.
Governor Paul B. Johnson to Oxford as
his official representative . Johnson immediately ordered the highway patrol
back into action. He stationed them on
roadblocks where they reportedly
stopped 600 to 800 cars with armed
men riding to Oxford .
Within hearing of the snipers'
bullets, Ray Gunter, a 23-year old Oxford jukebox repairman, watched the
t fight. He was several hundred yards

he first regular federal troops
arrived at about 2 a.m. These
riot-trained soldiers had been
flown in by helicopter . They
approached the Lyceum in " V" riot
formation carryin g bayonetted rifles
and riot shotguns.
The riot climaxed at 3 a.m . with
three cars aflame from Molotov
cocktai ls. Bricks w ere being thrown
and Rebel yells moun ted . A whole battalion of MP 's finall y arrived and reinforced the troops. Prisoners were
taken. Less than one-sixth were Ole
Miss students. By 5 a.m. an estimated
16,000 Army troops, including ,airborne combat units , had arrived in Oxford , and the crowd had dwindled considerably.
When dawn came, the last of the
rioters had disappeared . Federal officials declared the area secure at 6:15
a .m. But the rioters had left behind the
scars of a battle not unlike those of a
real war. Broken glass, charred hunks
of metal that once were cars, and all
sorts of debris surrounded the Lyceum
and the nearby buildings. Tear gas still
lingered in low places, causing tears
and coughs among the students on
their way to class. One of these
students was James Meredith, who
was escorted by exhausted, stern-faced
federal officials. When Meredith
registered at 8.a.m ., he could only say:
"This is not a happy occasion. "
Ole Miss was no longer a " closed
society ," but it took a conflict on a
scale not witnessed since Oxford was
burned by Union troops in the Civil
War. Martial law was not declared in
Oxford, but the town was virtually
under m ili tary occupation . Army
troops patrolled street;s and surrounding highways , directed traffic ,
dispersed crowds, searched cars and
buildings and made arrests. Ole Miss
home football games were mmJed to
Jackson for the season to distract outsiders from coming to Oxford.
The Federal troops that occupied Oxford included 5,100 men of the 101st
Airborne Division from Ft. Campbell,
Ky .; 1,700 men of the 82nd Airborne
Division from Ft. Bragg, Ga.; 2,050
military police battalions from Ft.
Bragg, Ft. Dix, and Ft. Hood; 800 men
of the 2nd Infantry Division from Ft.
Benning , Ga.; and 2,700 Mississippi
National Guardsmen (federalized by
President Kennedy) . The cost of this
force together with the 400 U.S. Marshals and Deputies and 500 State and
Local Police ran into uncounted
millions. The troops stayed in pup
tents erected on the practice football
field and camped in the Bivouac Area
at Sardis Dam. U.S. Marshalls were
kept on allert 25 miles away at a base
camp in Holly Springs. Governor
Barnett described the University and
Oxford as "captives of an allpowerful

Federal Government. "
n th e c o m i n g m on th s
Meredith , and students and
faculty who associated w ith
him, w ould be continually
harassed by underground newspapers
and demonstrators. Dining alone in the
cafeteria, surrounded by the fed eral
marshalls , he would be constantly
taunted by students. " I don 't blame
these young students, because they are
not really doing and saying these
things," Meredith said. " They are doing what the system makes them
do-what older p eople have taught
them to do, and it is the system that
has to be changed ." Gradually, the
protesters realized they were hurting
the University, but were having no effect as anti-Meredith activists. Their
fervor diminished , and the
underground newspapers died and
most of the Federal troops were able to
leave. The spring semester brought an
improvement in attitudes, and the intense protection for · Meredith was no
longer needed . The forces that had
been stationed throughout the campus
were replaced by five or six soldiers
and four or five marshals assigned to
be Meredith's personal guard .
Meredith said that the guards were
always present though and that the
hardest thing. was to find a way to be
alone . "Every time I move ," he said,
"the marshals and soldiers are reporting over their radios in code ." Radio
code for the 'marshals was "Peanut"
and Merideth was "Cargo."
Meredith said a typical transmit ion
was, "Peanut six, this is Peanut two
proceeding from cafeteria to building

46 (Baxter Hall) with "Cargo." Though
Meredith' s coming tc: Ole Miss marked
the beginning of desegregation here,
Meredith said he was probably the
most segregated black person alive.
" None of us knows how to make the
transition from one way of life and one
status to another," Meredith himself
would observe . " People are afraid of
change . "
On August 18, 1963 , Meredith was
graduated from Ole Miss. The simple
ce remony was conducted with amazing sm oothness . Marshals were visible
on the outskirts of the audience as a
deterrent for any potential protesters
but no action was needed. An observer
said the audience was quieter than
usual when the name "James Howard
Meredith" was called, but the handshake from th e Chancellor was no different than the handshake extended to
all other Ole Miss graduates.
In th e cOIl}.ing years , Ole Miss, and
the rest of the United States, would
begin learning how to accept and
benefit from the changes wrought by
desegregation.
We are continually lear.
mng.

•
Paula M cConn el/, 2 1, a 1982 graduate of th e
Univ e rsity o f Mississippi, is a first ·year student
at th e Univ e rsity Law Schoo l.
J ohn Hall, 2 1, a se nior majoring in Journalism , is
editor of The Ole Miss, th e stude nt yearboo k .

Meredith gives views
on treatment so far
,

~

"I thin k 1 am be ing
tr e ated fin e unde r th e co n- spo ken to him but no ne hav e
diti ons ," s aid J a m es Me r e - c arde d on a conve rsa tion
dith as he wa s inte rviewed with him. vVh en asked if he
by repo rte r s .
felt lonely, he r eplie d, " I' ve
T he Ju s tic e' Departme nt been living a lon ely life for
h as a s ys te m allowing a r e - a long time "o
porte r from e ach ne w me dia,
vVhe n reporte rs inquire d
o ne tel evi sion cam e raman, if he had a sen se of gUilt
and one still came raman to because of the tragic' hapco ve r Mer edith' s activitie s penings Sunday night, Merea r ound [he campu s , The r e - ' dith . answe r ed, "I am ve ry
po rte r s dictat e th eir note s sorry that anyone had to ge t
to fellow newsm e n in the hurt or killed, but I be pre ss confe r e nc es se t up by lieve that is an unfair que sth e Justice Departm e nt.
tion to ask me,"
Although at tim es large
Meredith has been eating
c row d s gathered outside and studying in his dormMeredith's classrooms, itory toom and will conth e r e was no jee ring, Com-tinue to do so for a whil e .
m ents wer e made to othe r He said that he felt he would
students attending th e same inconvenience th e ' mar s hals
.clas s , but most of the clas- if he tried to e at anywh e r e
se s have r e taine d the' nor- else.
mal attendance.
Meredith has not st ated
Mer e dith s aid that many his plan s for the Hom ,
s tud ent s have nodde d or c oming weekend.
From Th e Daily Mississippian , October 3, 1962

/
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r. James Meredith made an
appearance in the United
States District Court for the
Southern
District
of
Mississippi , Jackson Division, before
the late Judge Sidney Mize of Gulfport,
Mississippi, who made a de~on on
his application petition to · enter The
University of Mississippi . Judge
Sidney Mize heard Mr. · Meredith and
his witnesses at length and finally
made a decision declining to permit
Mr. Meredith to enter Ole Miss and
after hearing Mr. Meredith and others
in his behalf, Judge Sidney Mize said
that
Mr.
Meredith
was
a
"troublemaker" and should not be
permitted to enter Ole Miss.
I took an oath when I was inaugurated Governor of the State of
Mississippi that I would abide by the
laws of the State of Mississippi and the
Constitution of the United States. The

laws of our State clearly and unmistakably provided for separate
facilities for the white and black races
and I was und~r an oath to abide by the
laws of the state of Mississippi arid I
put forth every effort to comply with
the laws of the State of Mississippi and
the Constitution of the United States.
Judge Sidney Mize's decision was
reversed by the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals of New Orleans and then the
question of his entrance to the University of Mississippi carne to my office
while I was serving as Governor of the
State of Mississippi and it was then my
duty to discharge the duties entrusted
to me which I did .
There were several white men from
Washington, D.C. who accompanied
Mr. James Meredith to O xford,
Missi~sippi, during the period of time
in which he was attempting to become
a student at Ole Miss. I was informed

that he would corne to Oxford and
would be accompanied by several
gentlemen from Washington, D.C.
When I learned he had arrived in Oxford , I went to Oxford and went before
the group who accompanied him and
looked several white men and Mr.
Meredith in the face, including Mr.
McShane, Mr. Doar and others, and
while they were all lined up, I asked
them this question, "Which one 01 you
gentlemen is Mr. James Meredith?" It
went over so good at Oxford I decided
I would try it again when the same
group brought Mr. Meredith to the
_State Office Building in Jackson. I personally looked the same group over
very carefully and asked, "Which one
of you gentlemen is Mr. James
Meredith?' ,
The Constitution of the United States
contains nothing whatsoever about
schools or education and since that is

true, I sincerely believe that under the
authority of the Tenth Amendment to
the Constitution of the United States
that it is a matter for the States to deal
with education and all of its school
functions, as well as other subjects
which are not mentioned in the Constitution, because the Constitution
does not give that authority under the
Tenth Amendment to the Federal
government. Under the law, when the
United States Constitution does not
mention education or schools or other
subjects, then the matter of dealing
with education and other subjects that
are not mentioned in the Constitution
those matters belong exclusively to tlle
States.

striking fact arose from the
fateful events of Sept. 30-0ct.
1, 1962 at the University of
Mississippi, namely, refusal
of "communicators" to print certain
data and to neglect others that were
published-apparently . because they
were unpalatable for predetermined
dispositions. Of the former, I have personal knowledge of, three. One was an
article requested by Presby terian Life.
Second was the unmutilated form of
my review of James Meredith, Three
years in Mississi ppi (Bloomington,
Ind., 1966), a review written for the
Journal of Mississippi History. Third
was the manuscript history of the
University prepared for its 125th anniversary, but deemed too sensitive for
publication. I have letters from the
prospective publishers· of the first and
third and my formal repudiation of the
gutted version of the second (seeJourn.
of Miss. Hist., Aug. 1967, p . 254).
Far l1}ore serious has been the comparative neglect cOD,1municators have
accorded the following: (1) P.J.

Scheips, Th e Role of the Army in the
Oxford , Mississippi , Incident. . . ,
OCMH Monograph 73M (Washington ,
D .C., 1965); (2) The University of
Mississippi and the Meredith Case
(University, Miss., 1962); (3) A report
by the General Legislative Investigating Com m Wee ... concern ing
the Occupation ... (Jackson, Miss.,
1963); (4) James Meredith, Three Years
in Mississippi (see above); (5)R.H. Barrett, Integration at Ole Miss (Chicago,
1965) ; and (6) C.L. Marquette, "The
'Meredith Incident' ... ," Milton Today,
May 1963. The foregoing are clear,
relatively objective, and very close to
the actual events. Most of the other
books and pamphlets of that time Were
contrived as "broadsides" with which
to bombard any opposition.
Neglected also were the astute observations of Premiers Fidel Castro and
Nikita Khruschev made in October
1962. The former approved use of
force in Mississippi, but took note of it
as proof that his regime ~as the target
of a "warlike campaign"(see Jackson
Daily News, Oct. 2, . 1~~2,
p, 11. The
,

Soviet premier, speaking of the contemporaneous Cuban "missile crisis,"
reported that the American attorney
general thought the president feared .
lest the military, if not controlled,
might seize power (see Life , Dec. 18:
1970, p. 50).

of faculty (37) who left at the end of the
year. Forgotten was restriction of majority expression by a minority favoring the occupying power. Forgotten
was the Saturday Review allusion
(June 15, 1966, p.8) to the University
which the attorney general "once
assaulted with his federal marshals."
Forgotten was some evidence that, of
the two de~ths during the riot, one was
a gangland type "execution" and the
other sheer accident see Mississippi
Magazine, Winter 1967, pp. 20-25).
Forgotten, too, was the irony of
restoring Saturday classes in the second semester. The vice-chancellor
(then called "provost") explained it
flippantly, "We had a meeting of the
academic council and there was no important business on the agenda. Some
dean said, 'Let's have Saturday classes
again,' and we voted to do so."

,

.
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orgotten was the insignia,
"USAFOX" (U .S. Armed
Forces, Oxford) on the back
of jeeps with armed military
police patrolling the streets day and
night. Forgotten was the code name,
"Rapid Road," for t~ operation
against the state (Scheips, pp . 44, 49).
Forgotten was the fact that , for permission to travel from the campus, persons living and working on it had to
have passes issued by the Provost Marshal, Hq. XVIII Airborne Corps.
Forgotten was the presence of a peak
occupation of 30,656 members of Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Air
Force : Forgotten was the grand total of
$5 million for the effort (Scheips, p.
2511. Forgotten was the exact number
' t

t ?·

Ross Harnett , Jackson , MS, governor of
Mississippi during the Meredith incident, prac·
tices law with the firm o f Barnett, Montgomery,
McClinto ck and Cunningham .

Allen Cabaniss , Oxford, MS, is Research Profe~t;or of History Emeritus at The University of
MISSISSIppI .
.
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eflecting on Ole Miss in the
faU of 1962, and the impact of
those events on a 19-year-old
sophomore, it is incredible to
realize how unmoved I was at the time
by a truly historic confrontation.
The first edition of The Mississippian, the student newspaper, in the
1962-63 school year carried front page
stories on the Welcome Rebel Party to
be held on the Oxford Square and an
announcement by Chancellor J.D.
Williams that all actions regarding the
attempted enrollment of , James
Meredith at the University were in the
hands of the State Board of Trustees of
Institutions of Higher Learning. I
remember the Welcome Rebel Party.
I was News Editor of The Mississippian at the time , and it carried excellent coverage of the Meredith affair
with accounts on September 21 , 1962
"Barnett Denies Application" by Jar.
Humer (then the managing editor and
a driving force on the paper staff, now
Jan Robertson, wife of University law
professor Jimmy Robertson, a former
editor of The Mississippian); on
September 25, 1962 "Trustees Admit
Meredith"; on September 26, 1962
"Barnett Rejects Meredith" by Sidna
Brower Mitchell, editor of The
Mississippian, later to be nominated,
for a Pulitzer Prize for her courageous
editorial policy); and on September 27,
1962 "Lt. Governor Stands Firm", (a

•

or two weeks in that
September, we were amused
by antics of both the national
and state governments. Indeed, campus confrontations were the
kind of jolly affairs to which one might
take along a brown bag to lunch and
watch the action. Most Universify personnel were convinced that, after a
memorable, dramatic stand, Mr.
Barnett would lower the confederate
flag to half-mast.
Five minutes after President Kennedy began his television address, my
car eased past the one highway patrol
vehicle parked in front of the School of
Education building, into a mass of
humanity, "outsiders," streaming
across the bridge on foot. Threading
my way through the din of battle and
Marshals, I slipped into the Lyceum
back door. The Student Personnel Office had been converted into a federal
"operations center."
Memories of incidents, vividly etched' in one's mind, hav~ no chronology
or time frame, either then or now, 20
.....

..

-
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stand largely responsible in 1963 for
Lt. Governor Paul johnson's election
as Governor of Mississippi). But what I
best , remember was the night of
September 29, 1962 when Ole Miss
beat Kentucky 14-0 in Jackson. Governor Ross Barnett was there and made a
rousing half-time speech as students
laughingly shouted "We want Ross."
Late on Sunday afternoon,
September 30, 1962, I remember returning to campus to find the Lyceum, the
University administration building,
ringed by federal marshals dressed in
helmets and vests and looking
ominously military. I was in the grove,
a grassy, wooded area in front of the
Lyceum, that night as students and
outsiders from heaven knows where
surged at the marshals ringing the
building and were repelled by tear gas.
I saw a fire truck make an abortive run
at the building, but I left when another
stuc;lent advised me that the cracking
noise I heard in the distance was gunfire. Except for the gunfire, it all seemed like a glorified panty raid to me.

resistance to the Meredith enrollment
for "equal protection 'of the laws" and
, but that his "heart still says 'never'."
the U.S. 'really was a nation, not a conMeredith attended classes that day.
- federation of states who could interLater we were to learn that much of
pose their sovereignty against the naBarnett's resistance was all posturing,
tionl will.
that while he was publicly rejecting
I guess the impact of all this hit me in
Meredith and preaching "never", he
1966. lwas a law student at Vanderbilt
was also privately negotiating
University in Nashville, TN. Ed EllMeredith's admission with U.S. Atington was a student at the Ole Miss
torney General Robert Kennedy. For
Law School and Chairman of its
example, on September 27, 1962, KenSpeaker's Bureau (we were later to
nedy and Barnett had this ludicrous exserve together in the Mississippi State
change :
Senate). Ellington had the audacity to
Barnett: " ...This could be very eminvite Senator Robert Kennedy of New
barrassing . We got a big crowd here
York to speak to the Ole Miss student
and if one pulls his gun and we all turn
body . I was there as Kennedy
it would be very embarrassing. Isn't it
mesmerized the students with his story
possible to have them ' all pull their
of how Ole Ross duped us in 1962. As a
guns?"
22-year-old first-year law student, the
Kennedy: " I hate to have them all
magnitude of the Meredith affair
draw their guns, as I think it could
began to sink in . I began to develop
create harsh feelings . Isn't it- sufficient
resolve, and I think many of my conif I have one man draw his gun and the
temporaries at Ole Miss did, that never
others keep their hands on their
again would we willingly allow our
holsters?' ,
state to experience a political leaderBarnett: "They must all draw their
ship as short-sighted, short of courage
guns. Then they should point their
and irrational as that which aided and
guns at us and then we could step
abetted the sorry show at Ole Miss in
aside ...
1962.
n Monday, October 1, 1962,
We didn't know at the time that
an extra edition of The while Barnett said "never", while two
•
Mississippian was printed. died, and while Ole Miss and the State
John Corlew , Pascago ula, MS, news editor of
Sidna Brower featured an of Mississippi earned another black
The Daily Mississippian in 1962, practices law
editoriiil styled "Violence Will Not eye, the Governor really knew that
with the firm of Corlew , Krebs and Hammond .
Help," and anothr story reported that segregation and "interposition" were
He form erly se rv ed in th e Mississippi State
Senate .
Governor Barnett had terminated his dead; that the Constitution really stood

years later. Sometime early in the hot,
humid evening.. our group of Student
Personnel stalwarts disobeyed U.S.
Marshals, many of whom were border
patrolmen with no training in riot control, and ventured beyond their protective veil into the Circle, intent on pursuadihg students to return to their dormitories. Moments later, we were
engulfed in a sea of flesh, a faceless
mob. Not a single student was identified as we. became a shield for an attack on the Marshals encircling the
building. It was a symbolic gesture
since all seemed aware of the reality of
Mr. Meredith secured in Baxter Hall.
Tear gas canisters were fired, pointblank, but our resolve to return to
those six white cohunns exceeded that
of our temporary captors.
"London calling ... . Whatever on
earth is happening at Old
Mississippi?' ,
"Sir, is my daughter alright?" , "
"Ken, this is Dean Rea. Would you
,ask them not to use tear gas ,'near the
dormitories?'"
,
'
',

i .

t. ." •

ut, Mr. Kennedy, they're us-ing guns, ... .we're out of tear
gas, the supply truck highjacked ...
"Sir, request permission to use
automatic weapons .... but sir, wounded men lie side by side for 100 feet in
two directions .... but, sir. ... "
Bricks, several tons to be replaced
for th""e construction of the Biology
Building . . .. shouts .... echoing gun
blasts .... burning automobiles .... a giant
caterpillar. ... unarmed Mississippi ' National Guardsmen .... drone of
aircraft. ... arrival of troops .. ..taking
prisoners .... all fade into one long,
distorted image.
Eyes red from tear gas irritation,
body strained past exhaustion, I
stumbled into the brick-piled street
just at dawn and surveyed debris,
. glass, smouldering automobiles, 'gas
canisters, blood and vomit.
I ' wept.. .. and the crying continued
past the University-Lamar corner in
, Oxford wher,e two teenagers, silhouet. ted against the rising sun, slashed at

.

.

tires on the automobile driven by an
old black man who had stopped for the
traffic light. Two Mississippi Highway
Patrol cars sat on the apron in front of
the Ole Miss Texaco Station. Both the
black man and I ran the light, he ,to
whatever that days measure offered, I
to my bed ... not to sleep for many more
hours, but to contemplate man's inhumanity to man.
Neither the citation from Attorney
General Robert Kennedy which arrived a few days later (with my name
misspelled), nor my great love for so
many fine qualities endemic to the
South, and especially Mississippi,
dispelled the bitterness held for both
federal and state authority that produced the debauchery of my Ole Miss.
After 20 years, and ,much progress, a ,
touch of bitterness remains.

Ken Wooten, Oxford, MS, is Director of Admissions · and Records at The University of
Mississippi.
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ur paramount commitment
was to keep the University of
Mississippi free and growing.
The faculty was free to
teach what they knew and believed.
The administration made its support of
such freedom abundantly clear. .It was
hoped that the spirit of academic
freedom would permeate the entire
campus. Students and faculty from
other regions of the United States were
deliberately recruited to provide the
Mississippi students the opportunity to
learn what their fellow countrymen
believed. Entrance requirements for
out-of-state students were higher so as
to select those whose contribution to
the educational life on the campus
might be greater. The faculty was
selected with care in the hope that its
contribution would be as much .
Foreign students of superior ability
were admitted to build a studentteacher mix that would be mutually
helpful. The University came under

6

frequent criticism for this policy. Our
answer was that students from
Mississippi should not be denied the
advantages of learning first hand what
people from other regions and countries believed .
An understanding Board of Trustees,
a loyal alumni, and influential
members of the legislature were
necessary to make this program work.
A legislator on the floor of the House
accused the University of having on its
faculty three communists whom he
named . Not only were his accusations
false, but they were totally ineffective.
The integration issue was growing
mo~e and more threatening to the
freedom of the University. A substantial number of the faculty supported
the Federal courts, administrative
regulations and congressional actions.
At times it seemed the University campus was an island in the State of
Mississippi, but it was performing its
. function of leadership that our state
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. needed.
Growth in numbers of students, while
Growing was the other part of our. · important, was less so than growth in
commitment. The work of the Univer- , quality of educationand breadth of
sity should be felt in every home of the
sevice to the state.
state . That contribution would be
The climax of the integration issue
through enlightened. leadership in
came with the admission of Mr . James
every community in the state, and at
Meredith. Both the segregationists and
the national level as well. The Continu- · the integrationists tried to use the
ing Education program provided the
University as a tool to promote their
professions, dentists ... doctors,
causes . The faculty ,. student leaders,
engineers, nurses and accountants, to
staff and administration had carefully
name a few, the opportunity to meet
prepared a procedure for Meredith's
for a day , or a week, or a month to hear
peaceful admission on Monday mOrnand study under national and internaing , October 1, 1962, when he had
tional leaders in their specific fields.
been advised he would be flown to the
Growth in the quality of faculty and
campus. We were notified by the U:S.
in teaching and in research was a consAttorney General on Sunday aftertant challenge.
noon , September 30 that Meredith was
being flown to the campus and was in
the air at the time. All of the offices
continuing study was made
were closed. Students were returning
of the needs of the state that
from the Saturday afternoon football
the University should and
game ' in Jackson where governor
could meet. These studies led
Barnett had made an inflammatory apto growth in effective programs.
peal to resist Meredith's admission .
· The students returned to find the
Lyceum circled by red-vested U.S.
Marshals. They saw an opportunity to
have a real live party. When the Marshals fired tear gas into the howling
crowd about dark, most students left
for their dormitories. By that time people had responded to radio appeals to
come to the University campus and, I
suppose, fight the last battle of the
Civil War. They came from Florida,
Alabama , Georgia, Texas, Arkansas,
an answer to but 80 far •
Louisiana and elsewhere. The Army
have been unable to. What
and Air Corps came in during the night
is everybody so mad about?
and practically cleared the campus .
I know of nothing that I
Monday morning, October 1, the 8
have done to offend anyone
0' clock bell rang and a surprising
As a matter of fact, I h'av~
number of faculty and students met
I always made every effort
their classes. Some weeks later, we
not to antagonize anyone
found that 175 students had left the
Secondly, do you feel that
campus not to return that semester.
Negro students are just as
The University had not lost an hour-it
entitled to having the opwas open and serving the state. The
portunity of becoming a.docriot was a serious blow to the Universitor , lawyer, engineer, nurse,
ty from which in some ways it may not
accountant or an officer in
have recovered ..
the milita~y . as the white
James Meredith received his
student?
Or, do you feel
diploma as any other student at the
that his opportunities should
August commencement. His family sat
be limited and restricted
in the audience. They attended the
to just a few areas?
Chancellor's reception for students
I believe that the crisis
and their parents. TV camera crews
we fact today is a grave
from the networks were there to cover
one and will not easily be
what some thought would be another
remedied. However, I feel
crisis. The decorum and good sense of
that earnest effort and obthe Mississippi audience made nothing
jective investigation of the
but good news that day.
problem can produce a workable and satisfactory solSome two years later, Mr. Robert
ution
Kennedy, Attorney General of the
Th~k. you
United States, 'was invited to speak at
.
the University. He came. He addressed
a large audience in the Coliseum and
Sincerely.
received a standing ovation. We were
still free and growing.
J. H. Mereaith

Open leffer to students
Fellow students,
For thepast several weeks
I have read with gre,at interest and concern the manv
letter s and comments publisl)ed in The Mississippian
cgncerning J ames Meredith
and ' the Meredith Case. I
have decided that perhaps
.H would be proper and fit·ting for. me to add my own
expression and maybe ask
a few questions, since I am
so closely connected With the
controversy;
hoping,
of
course, that this will some'how l ead to
a faster and
more satisfactory understanding.
(Providing) of
:!ourse, that the campus sen.:!t'e has not put a ban on
.T he Mississippian for bidding it to print anything that
I might write.) .
First, I would lik.e to comment on th'e much discus sec
question of why I chose t<attend the University pf Mississippi. My desire to attend
this school was motivated
primarily by the idea of 'securing greater educational
opportunities for myself,and
my people. I will not attempt
to itemize the lack of op-

•

•

portunity available for the
Negro to receive ' advanced
training in the state of Mississippi. I will only say that
there ~re three universities
in the state and; nQlle-{)fth~m
are for ~egro.es •. T.he .whlte
student In MISSISSIPPI can
aspire with rea:)Q.nable hope
to become profiCient 111 almost any field of study. The
Negro student, on the other
hand, can expect at ~~st to
get .a teachll1g ceruficate.
I am primar.ily interested in
finding a solution to this
problem .of lack of adequate
opportUl1lty.
I would like to re-emphaSlze the fact that I have
little conce~n for th~ phenomenon Of. ll1tergra~lO~ a~d
desejl;r.ep;atlon.
Neaher IS
my aim. I do not want
to join your fraternities. _..I
simply ~elieve . .that every
citizen - ~cludlng Negroes
in every ... ·state should be
entitled to reCeive ' the educational training offered by
the states in all- fields' of
endeavor • . I would like to ask
a couple of Questions that
I have been trying to flnc'

John Davis William s, chan ce llor of the University of Miss issippi in 1962'is now retired and living
'
.
in Oxford.
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t's very difficult, If not almost
impossible, to imagin e 20
years later the insanity that
gripped this state and its
leadership over the admission of one
black man, James Meredith, to the
University of Mississippi.
As a chronicler of those events then,
and a journalistic observer of this state
since, I can say the Meredith-Ole Miss
crisis of 1962 was a turning point in the
history of Mississippi, in bringing the
state out of the shadows of the Civil
War, at last into the mainstream of
America.
.
There is no doubt we came very
close in this state in the fall of 1962 to
precipitating another Civil War. When
Gov. Ross Barnett uttered the words:
"We must either submit to the ·
unlawful dictates of the federal
government or stand up like men and
tell them, 'Never!'," he triggered the
same emotional rebelliousness that
had carried Mississippians to war a
century before.
For 18 days, Barnett's defiance of
federal authority built a dream world
in this state. There were moments during that time when a great many
Mississippians though they were
"Winning" the war with the hated
Kennedys and the power of the federal
government. But it was a dream that

would crumble III tallure, not, bloodshed and death.
1.n the end , James Meredith would
become the first black Mississippian to
enroll, and graduate from the pristine,
all-white University.
The price of efiance would become
for most Mississippians too dear to
pay, and out of the Ole Miss experience, the state would never again
bloody its head against the federal
establishment in pursuit of lost causes.
Out of that experience came the spark
which eventually would break the
power and influence the White
Citizens Council, the Ku Klux Klan,
and the racial demagogues in public office held over a great number of our
citizens.
Blacks would enter the state's white
schools in vast numbers, and
miraculously, there would be no
violence. Blacks would be given the
vote, and by the thousands they would
register and become a blance of power
in many political campaigns. The once
disdained Negro voter would now be a
highly sought-after asset, even -by
former fulminating segregationists.
More blacks would win public office in
Mississippi than any other state.
Out of it would come an era of goodwill between the white man and the ·
black man in Mississippi, and an ob-

vious sense of rehef everywhere.
ut the years shortly after the
Meredith crisis were a time
of great agony for a state trying to shed its image of being
the last holdout of the Old Confederacy . It was a time of unconscionable acts ofjnhumanity: the names
of Medgar Evers, Vernon Dahmer,
Michael Schwerner, Andrew Goodman, and James Chaney would be added to roll call of civil rights martyrs,
more than 80 churches would be put to
the torch by nightriders, bombs would
go off in the night at the homes, parsonages, and business places of whites
believed sympathetic to the cause of
civil rights.
_
Officers of the state and the city called to keep order on the campus of a
black state institution of higher learning would . senselessly fire into a
womens' dormitory and two young
people would die, \lnd a dozen more
would be wounded. Blacks would be
forced to take to the street in Jackson
by the hundreds and march for the ·
right to vote and an end to "for whites
only" practices in public facilities.
Children and old people would be
herded into trash trucks and hauled off
under arrest until finally the public

19i1tS 0 1 blacks wou be se e b t e
federal government through Congressional enactments.
Much of what has changed in
Mississippi in the last 20 years, unfortunately, has come from mandates of
the Congress or the fedeal courts. We
have not done a great deal voluntarily,
on our own initiative.
Thus, those instances where . affirmative action has been taken to ive
blacks a voice in deciding policy on
state governmental boards and the administration of justice is more even
handed
in
black-white
situations ... .these are signs that what is
being done is not always under compulsion of the federal government.
Yet, we long in Mississippi for a better image nationally and we deserve to
have a better image. What we must
realize , however, is that we are still
operating from a deficit position which
is not easy to overcome, given our long
tradition of denying the black man his
rights and being distrustful of any outsiders who may want to change "our
way of life."
We have finally rolled back the
Magnolia Curtain in Mississippi and
opened the doors to the world. Now
we have to show we really mean it.
Bill M inor, Jack son , MS, reporter for The TimesPicayune, New Orleans, LA, is a sydicated
political columnist.

•

s I look back 20 years to the
days' before and during the
enrollment
of
James
Meredith as a student at Ole
Miss, I now think of it as part of a game
played by the most important people
in state and national government at
that time.
Few people viewed those turbulent
days as anything except the dead
serious business of state versus federal
or integration against segregation.
I wrote at the time and still believe
that the main players, namely Gov .
Ross Barnett and his Lt. Gov. Paul B.
Johnson, and President John F. Kennedy and his brother, Robert F. Kennedy, the U.S. Attorney General, conspired to manipulate the situation for
political advantage until circumstances
and emotions got out of hand.
Even Meredith himself admitted that
he wasn 't interested in the education.
He called himse f a "soldier" fighting
"battles. ' ,
Meredith provided the civil rights
forces with a person meeting the
qualifications required for the task. On
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the national level the court mandate to
admit Meredith was popular. It was
legal and it was good national politics
for the time. In the South and
Mississippi the issue was unpopular.
Governor Barnett naturally opposed
Meredith , and it was good state
politics. Good enough to move Lt. Gov.
Johnson into his long sought goal of
governor.
The tragic thing was that Mississippians were misled by Governor
Barnett into thinking the state could
successfully oppose the federal government. In playing down his cards
Barnett sought to satisfy his White
Citizen Council friends and the mass of
white Mississippi. And in the end he
wanted to save face.
The Kennedys wanted to project
their civi-l rights image and expand
their following but appeared willing to
play hanky panky with Barnett in
order to ro id a f,!-ce savings if
everything turned out o.k . in the end.
The "end " was Meredith's enrollmen t and safety as a student. This,
they demanded fr om Barnett , in return

,

for allowing Chief U.S. Marshal James
McShane to pull a gun on Barnett in
. full view of TV cameras. When
Barnett , wisely determined he could
not guarantee to control the emotional
people on hand, Bobby Kennedy called
off "the deal " which might have
prevented deaths , d estr uction,
humiliation and Ole Miss' occupation
by tp.ousands of army troops. On the
other hand , it might have brought even
gre~ter chaos.
ennedy
tho ught
that
Barnett 's reneging for
guarantee of Meredith's safety was · dishonorable and
broke off communication. And the
Feds took over. The state was
powerless: Ole Miss was the victim.
Just like the War Between the Staes
of a century earlier, traditional
Mississippi did not 'pass ss the
resources required to win the verdict,
legaL morally or financially. I'm glad it
, belongs to history.
I don 't know how long it might haye

taken to bring black students into involvement in Mississippi had James
Meredith or someone like him not
tried . I saw Clennon King fail in 1958.
The district between state and
federal officials and black and whites
as well as Mississippians and the rest
of the world , in my opinion, was the
greatest tragedy.
I know of one instance in which a
graduate -of Ole Miss was under consideration for a post in the federal
government that fall. His appointment
was delayed for months whil a determination had to be made to see if " Ole
Miss was an accredited institution."
It 's hard to imagine something get_ting out of hand like it did in 1962. I'm
glad we 've got a better team of players
on the field today .

Bill Miles , Tupelo, MS, a reporter for The Tupelo
Jou rn aL during tire Meredith in cident, recently
sold The Amory Adv erti se r and is running a
pu blic relations co nsu Iting firm.
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mpressions first, as they
came to me that night.
I park on University
Avenue , just west of Rebel
bridge and the intersection . As I walk
toward the Confederate monument ,
what looks like all the state highway
patrol cars in Mississippi are cruising
slowly, bump er to bumper, dow n
University Avenue-on their way to
the campus so that the rioters can attack the fe de ra l ma rshals and
Meredith . Streaming past these cars,
going in the opposite direction, toward
the Lyceum , which is encircled by the
marshals, are hundreds · of students,
some of whom I recognize as members
of a .class I am teaching" in what I
thought were the humanizing insights
of James Joyce. These students are carrying bricks and broken hunks of concrete, picked up from the site of a nearby building under construction. The
highway patrol officers are leaning out
of their cars shouting genial encouragement, like, '''Give those bastards hell!
Kill that black son of a bitch!" There is
about the whole scene an eerie
camaraderie, as though this is a football game where the other team will be
killed instead of defeated.
.
· Following the students toward the
circle, I find myself standing beside
the old Geology Building, watching a
little white Falcon, carrying too many
large marshals, start around the Circle.
Suddenly from the bushes behind me
· begin to whiz the bricks and hunks of
concrete I had seen the students carrying. To avoid being hit, I hurl myself to
the ground, and as I lurch forward I
see the Falcon reel and almost turn
over from the impact of the blows.
Then, as the bricks and concrete continue to rain on it, it seems to sink to its
· knees and crawl around the Circle .
Shortly thereafter, still standing in
front of the old Geology Building, I
look across the close-packed heads of
students and other rioters who now fill
the street, and see my good friend
Duncan Gray emerge-from the crowd
to stand on the base of the monument.
He is the rector of St. Peter's Episcopal
Church in Oxford. Almost before he i
straightens and starts to speak, a hand
shoots up and grabs him by his clerical
collar, yanking him down into the
mob. I immediately know that I have
to go and help him, and I am terrified.
It comes to me with chilling certainty
that someone will hit me on the chin
and break my jaw, my left jaw. It has
always tended to pop when I chew, but
I have not known until this night that I
have felt insecure about it. But I know
I have to go try to help Duncan, and
quickly, not only because his assailants
are not hesitating but because, if I wait
another moment, I will give "in to my
swift and nimble rationalizations
against going. I realize with sickening

BIT OF POETRY
" On a SUnday evening
As the SUIl was going down,
Kennedy sent word,
Ta being 'Meredith into twon. ·
Take all the men,
And guns you can use
Do everythi.ng possible
To put this man in school.
So they brought. him in,
Under cover of the night,
But the people were ready
Anci prepared to fi ght.
Through. the night, the battle
raged
It was to no avail,
And students could only yell,
Give them Hell, Ole Miss,
Give them Hell.
Kennedv told the world,
We will get there yet,

-

will

I
take the guard ,
.Away fro m Governor Enrnett.
I will plead to the world,
Wi th the help of Bobby Dear,
We will throw Barnett
Out on his ear .
So the rest of the story,
You people all know
How the Kennedy regime ,

Won the show,
With the tax payers money,
And the armies time,
He sent his coon ,
~'Ju th of the Mason-Dixon Line.
But I stand on the highest,
And tell the Kennedys this,
Although Meredith has registered,
de will never be a part of Ole
Miss.

From " Nina's Notebook," Oxford Eagle, October 11 , 1962

clarity that I can , and desperately want
to , just abandon my friend , who
doesn't even know I am there, and that
with him I will give up all that' I have
thought all my adult 'life I deeply
believed in, not only racial justice but
loyalty, courage and integrity. More
shaken by the ease with which one can
become a coward than by the dread of
having my jaw broken-or: really,
about equally torn between these two
horrors-I lower my jaw into my
shoulder and plunge into the mob.
I reach the monument I
Duncan behind it with
two beefy types. One is trying to get at Duncan; the
other is protecting him . The rest of the
mob has apparently forgotten us.
"Let me at that little bastard," the
aggressive meat says .
"Naw, mal}, don't hurt a preacher,"
the defender says.
"Preacher, hell," the aggressor says.
, 'You heard what he said on television
last night, didn't you?"
Duncan had urged that Meredith be
admitted to the University peaceably.
"Sure, I know, :' the defender says,
"but he believes all that stuff. He's the
preacher.' ,
Put off from several more lunges
toward Duncan, the aggressor turns
suddenly on the defendant. "You take
up for him so," he says menacingly,
"maybe you think like he does. Maybe
you believe all that stuff, too."
"Naw! Hell naw, man!" the
defender says. ''I'm with you all the
way. Let's kill that black bastard. But
let's don't hurt this preacher."
Apparently impressed by the nicety
of this distinction, the aggressor
1"'-"

-morosely withdraws and the defender
hustles Duncan across the street to the
Y. I stand caressing my jaw gratefully.
Later; determined to "experience"
this moil of reality to which I as a
sometime writer have fallen heir, I
follow the horde of students and
visiting rioters right up the edge of the
Circle, across the street from which
the marshals are lined up in front of
the Lyceum . Fierce threats come from
the mob, repeated 'and growing in
volume and direness, until it seems the
mob will break across the street and
overwhelm the marshals. Then an officer sings out, "Gas!" and the fierce
threats turn into shrill bleats of '''fear
gas! Tear gas!" And the ominous mob
whirls on itself and runs madly away,
tripping and trampling on its
members, cursing the marshals for
making them fall over roots or their
own feet. Again and again this happens, and the spectacle is the more
ridiculous because the tear gas is virtually harmless: a brisk breeze keeps
sweeping it away, leaving the air of the
Circle hardly tainted. I stand behind
one tree just across from the marshals
for almost an hour and watch the
mindless surge and panic: The Circle is
very dark; all lights have been knocked out by bricks or shots. A car is burning, overturned, in front of the Fine
Arts building. Dark forms flit by its illumination, elongated and grotesque .
From all over the campus come
whoops and rebel yells.
Still later, a friend and I learn that
Meredith is not in the Lyceum at all,
but in Baxter on the western edge of
the campus. We work our way up
there. The lights have been knocked
out in this area. In fact, very few people seem to know this is where

Meredith is. But about half a do~en
young men, country looking, almost
certainly not students, have somehmN
smelled out their prey.
.
stand w ith shirt collars
pull ed u p aro und t heir
greasy, duck-tail haircuts,
.
hands in their pockets, faces
thrust forward and up toward the second flo or of Ba xt er , baying
obscenities. They look and sound like
cur dogs. It is late and cold. I am tired
and sick at heart. I leave .
It is easy to recall impressions. It is
very hard to try by reflection to make
anything of them. And why try? This is
1982; all that madness is behind us.
But it isn't~ it never ~s . With all our
polite integration, our 700 or however
many black students, our conference
to extol the riches of polyethnicism,
such eruptions of mindless violence
are just beneath the surface. And not
because we are Ole Miss, or Mississippi, or even the South, as most of the
rest of the nation, including some of us
here , used to think. We have long since
seen that in Boston, in Los Angeles, in
Chicago and Detroit-as well as Iran,
Egypt or San Salvador-mankind is
ever subject to selfish mindlessness.
On the Ole Miss campus the 'night of
the Meredith riot, I saw one man try to
speak out for racial justice, for
unselfishness and brotherly love on
the part of supposed white Christians;
and I learned from personal terror how
perilously fragile such commonplace
ideals can seem in a rush of heedless '
emotion. I · daresay a hundred years
before, in 1862, a handful of Mississippians experienced the same despair as .
the great majority of their friends and ' 'l
acquaintances went out to make short .
work of the Yankees. I would not take
bets that 20 years, 50 years, a hundred
years from now , another handful of
Mississippians will not be experiencing the same despair, for basically the
same reason. I cannot help thinking of
this every time I hear, as I have heard
this very year, our white students complaining bitterly . that the black
students . want to deprive us of our
horse, Traveler, and our flag and our
Rebel fight song. When will we learn
that unless we anchor ourselves to
something larger, more far-sighted,
more all-encompassing than ourselves,
our interests-our university, our state
and South and, yes, even our nation.
and our religion-we have no perspective against mindless violence, no stay
against human heedlessness? Awe and
humility before the mystery of existence would better become us; a
disposition to learn would better serve
us .
Evan s Harrington, Oxford, MS, is Chairman of
th e English Department at the University of
M ~~ ~i .
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H. Meredith was
registered as a student at Ole
Miss in 1962 my life was
enormously disrupted; that
fall I decided on the topic "Mississippi,
The Closed Society" for my presidential address the following year to the
Southern Historical Association, which
ineluctably led to the book with the
same title and my departure from the
state. In that time period I took rather
seriously the admonition of a columnist for the leading Jackson paper:
anyone who flouted the customs and
beliefs of an entire society would meet
with disaster. Certainly I had no
assurance that such was not the case
and I worried about it, but, looking
back some twenty years, I feel that I
could have done no other, that my
whole life had been a preparation for
rpy conduct in the early 1960s. Nor do
I believe that I or anyone close to me
has been particularly harmed by my
actions even though leaving the institution where I had spent 30 years was indeed a wrenching experience. In fact,
as I sit here on an island off the coast of
west Florida listening to the sound of
waves lapping against the seawall, I
feel that life here has its advantages
over old age on a back street in Oxford
and burial in St. Peter's Cemetery.
The Meredith affair could not have
come at a better time for my family.
Bill had finished college in the East and
was waiting for training at Fort Benning and Betty was a junior at
Wellesley. So the letters I sent them
abo\1.t my experiences on the Ole Miss
campus were preserved in carbon by a .
quirk which made them available for
the second part of my book. In 1962
Gail was only nine and destined to attend four schools in the next three
years but she survived that ordeal nicely and later followed her sister to college in Massachusetts. At this writing
she is in her third year in medicine at
the University of Washington. My wife
and I left Mississippi for South Bend in
1964, came back to Ole Miss the summer of 1965, and stayed at Notre Dame
until 1969 when the northern Indiana
winters drove me to Florida. I taught at
the University of South Florida in
Tampa for ten years. My Florida retirement brought a pension about twice
what Mississippi pays me for three
times as long in service.
.
I must confess that shortly after
World War I, my folks moved from
respectably Republican upstate New
York (but south of Lake Ontario) to
North Carolina. In the 1920's those
Republicans controlled (owned) the
<;ountry in what proved to be the last
stand of 19th century unbridled laisse. faire monopoly capitalism. They have
yet to accept the full responsibility for
engineering th_e United States into the
~

.
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most colossal depression in world
history-though Mr. Reagan's adoration of Calvin Coolidge comes pretty
close . Despite a history major at the
University of North Carolina I was
probably unaware of the various
panaceas that had been urged upon the
South (redemption , white supremacy,
industrialization, education, public
health, even a touch of liberalism) to
redeem it from the ravages of the Civil
War, poverty, pellagra, and prejudice .~

an ardent New Dealer, absorbing the
liberal economics of the Brookings Institution which prepared me for the
new South of Odum's Southern

t is difficult even for people
who were then alive to
remember with gut feeling
the desolation of the 1930s or
to imagine our great country without
its welfare capitalism. Most American
values were severely challenged durn the Republican decade ing the Depression. I began to question
racial compromises had been . mildly a southern heritage previously
reached among the southern swallowed as bona-fide history. That
elite implying an end to lyn- legend included an ante-bellum period
ching as a way of life for blacks but as sublime golden age, the Conwith the understanding that Jim Crow federacy as glorious adventure against
impossible odds, and the "Birth of a
was pleasing to all. Wherever he was,
t!?e Negro was assumed to be childish Nation" approach to Reconstruction.
and contentedly inferior, not requiring . The fourth part of southern
bodily and mental nourishment essen- mythology, Nordic supremacy, was
tial for Caucasians, and quite in- shared with most Yankees. Erosion of
capable of standing up to them in traditional southern beliefs, I am happhysical combat such as war and foot- py to add, came to a considerable extent from the minds of historians
ball.
I would have had no quarrel with the (Owsley, Coulter, Sydnor) who were at
great historians of the decade; Beard the same time professional
and Turner, Parrington and Phillips- southerners.
white s.upremists all, even if I had not
After a year's skirmish with
been almost totally immersed in being Methodist education industry, oneexpelled in my senior year at college crop Kansas, I moved with my
for a transgression too silly to mention Montgomery-born bride to dusty, onehere. Particularly ' in the South, the crop Mississippi. Only the political
history was different. Back in the
Democratic party, the family, fundamentalist religion, Nordic superiori- South I observed the mounting panic
ty, genteel poverty, flag and country oj-the plant~s as the Second New Deal
(with gold pegged at $20.67 an ounce) contemplated the possibility that some
of its agricultural largesse might trickle
were universally accepted absolutes.
Except for my conscious flippancy down to the masses, even those of
regarding church and campus politi- darker skin. Not daring to challenge
cians, I cannot remember questioning the President directly they took out
anything beyond my own self their venom on his wife. In order to
understand and to counter the
assurance.
After a year's successful but hardly ethnological arguments of my more
sensational academic and coaching . knowledgeable students, I began to
career in a consolidated school, I collect a small library on the anfollowed the frontier a century or so thropology of race. As early as 1938 I
late over the mountains into Ten- was expressly branded a communist
nessee. Thus I came into a time of after a public discourse on the wages
glorious freedom, for while pursuing and Hours Act, but my job was saved
graduate studies which somehow by the cQ..a irman of the Board of
culminated in a doctorate at Vander- Trustees who was delighted that my
wife's tutoring and politicking kept a
bilt, my priorities included' gambling,
star but semi-literate halfback eligible.
tennis, and belated excursions into affairs of the heart. The early years of Her work for the Athletic Association
the Depression hardly touched me per- at fifty cents an hour together with my
$150 a month finally allowed us to acsonally because my minimal economic
requirements were satisfied by skill or cumulate, after three years enough for
luck at poker and working at menial a down payment on a brand new $800
Plymouth. No wonder my sympathies
tasks when hard pressed. I was able to
keep my distance from the Nashville were directed toward the underaquarians while listening spellbound privileged pictured in The Grapes of
Wrath, A Preface to Peasantry,Caste
to the sweet music of the South now
winning the Civil War. It was possible and Class in a Southern Town, After
for a southernized Yankee to look with Freedom, Deep South, Native Son, and
scorn upon I'll Take My Stand while particularly the eloquent Mind of the
drinking in every word of Freeman's South . Looking back, I still mourn the
missed opportunities to get acquainted
Lee. I was also being transformed into
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Cash and Richard Wright.
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uring the Depression and
even more throughout World
arH, the South continued
with considerable acceleration its slow rise from the depths of
poverty which had characterized the
section for three generations. There
were few southern complaints about
conscription, rationing and price fixing
nor about the miniscule gains by
blacks because profitable work existed
for those not in the armed forces. Most
southern whites assumed that after the
War, the racial situation would revert
to form as it had two decades before.
In any case, patriotism and high living
go well together. At the same time, at
least on the Ole Miss campus, the very
few women who donned the uniforms
of the fighting men scandalized the
community.
I can't say that my tour in the Red
Cross and my invasion of Kwajalein on
D-day plus x (that's years, not days)
had any major impact on the outcome
of the war. But I did take' notice of
segregation in the armed forces, observing too that whenever 91acks moved
into USO entertainm~nL . halls. the
whites moved out. The labor batallions
I saw consisted entirely of Negroes. In
a replacement depot in Hawaii, I ran
into a black major who futilely had
been feeding the slot machines there
for months because few outfits would
tolerate Negro officers. Many
Mississippi blacks went into military
service inspired more by economics
than love of country. Of course it was
not until the Korean conflict that Harry
Truman ordered the end of segregation
in the military establishment.
In these war years fundamental
changes in thinking about racial matters were anticipated by the publication of An American Dilemma though
we were generally too busy for agitation. The philosophic foundation for
white supremacy, traceable back to
the pro-slavery arguments, religious
fundamentalism and state rights, had
Qeen slowly crumbling since the turn
of this century in· spite of the zealotry
of the Tillmans and Bilbos. A series of
explosions of knowledge had burst
spectacularly from the colleges and
universities in medicine, government,
philosophy, religion, the physical and
social sciences. White supremacy
became anathema among intellectuals
and the war's aftermath destroyed
much of popular Negrophobia. To visit
Dachau and the home of Anne Frank
in Amsterdam, as I did in the summer
of 1968, is to have put in italics the
message of the more recent Roots and
Holocaust. Adolf Hitler may have been
the greatest benefactor of black
A
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America, at least until Bull Connor
performed with his dogs and firehoses
in front of television cameras. The end
of the war brought no reversion to
racial normalcy. It is true that liberal
racial resolutions in the Democratic
convention of 1948 did stimulate the
Dixiecrat fright of Strom Thurmond,
Fielding Wright and company. Two
years later Frank Graham and Claude
Pepper were ousted from the Senate in
an outburst of southern bigotry while
Mississippi was sending to Congress a
young war hero (Fran k Smith) who
was said to have run a textbook campaign. At th e University of Mississippi
we had great hope fo r peaceable racial
and economic change.
y own sabbaticals from the
South (1940-50 in Scotland
and 1951-52 at Harvard) may
have helped in building a
crack, fairly liberal history department
at Ole Miss, and certainly stimulated
my own optimism which contemplated changes of a civilized nature
in the culture of Mississippi. For a
while even the state legislature seemed
to develop generosity in its financial
'; suppol:t.Ifor black education though
this apparent mood of racial goodwill
abruptly terminated with the ' 54 and
,, ' 55 desegregation decisions. After
Brown vs , Board of Education massive
resistance encompassed not only unexampled political and legal obstructionism in the border states (at least
until Little Rock) but in the deep South
cruel intimidation of blacks to the
point of murder. In the light of Citizen
Council-induced brutality and the
legalistic chicanery of relentless and
indecent politicians of the stripe of
Eastland and Barnett, the heroic
presence of indigenous black leaders
such as Aaron Henry, Medgar Evers,
and James Meredith, still amazes me.
The greatest shock of my life came
when I learned in 1954 that a hundred
Negroes in Jackson had unanimously
withstood the blandishments of the
governor and his political cronies. (I
began at that point to understand that
never . had I been allowed in the
magnolia state to have meaningful contact with blacks except on a masterservant relationship.) Still, it was the
militant desperation of whites willing
to use whatever pressures were deemed n'e cessary to prevent social change
that led. to my own federal radicalization. The historic nonsense peddled in
speeches and pamph.1ets by Mississippi's 'high priests such as Judge Brady
(who publicly affirmed that it was inconceivable that any of the whites who
witnessed the murder of a black on a
courthouse lawn at midday because he
wished to vote would come forth to

Certainly the war did not originate in
eminence of the founding fathers from
anyone's desire to free those in
the colony and state of Virginia. But'
slavery. Now I saw history repeating . those marvelous advocates were
itself a hundred years later as the
Englishmen and Virginians , not
leaders of the civil rights movement
southerners . The South in history has
with each victory enlarged upon their
been more than a region with a
demands. As excessive and dogmatic
salubrious climate for tobacco and cotassertions were cast abroad and as
ton; it has been as Professor Phillips
traditional American values (such as
pointed out more than 50 years ago , a
the sanctity of property) were enregion whose people were possessed of
dangered and as the prayerful nona fi erce determination to keep their
violence in the sit-ins and marches and
land a white man 's country. For 160
fre edom s,chools gave way to whimyears and with considerable justificasical claims and the burning of cities,
tion , the South paid a 'terrible price in
backlash set in which may have forced
defending what today we must believe
a showdown on tokenism . It is my
is an indefensible position . But now
belief that the Civil War , deification of promises of the Declaration of InPresident Lincoln, notwithstanding,
dependence and the Emancipation
only moved the black man from
Proclamation are in the course of
slavery to the caste system, in some becoming reality for all southerners,
ways the more pernicious of the two.
and therefore, southern history as we
have known it , is self destructed.
For those who may find pleasure in
need to add right here that , the study of southern history, let your
considerable association with hearts not be sad. Some of us maintain
a large percentage of the a steady curiosity about ancient Brieight or nine hundred blacks tain, and Italy, and Egypt, and central
and whites who invaded Mississippi in Africa. Thus, it seems to me that we
11 of us must remember with . 1964 also helped me understand that must recognize that The South as we
our individualized nostalgia · before the Civil War whites could join have known it, is in the past painful
the forces of abolition without throes of extinction and that
the excitement of living in
the sixties. I was caught in reaching for equality or association henceforth, we should relegate
the middle of the federal-state im- with blacks. Likewise, those southern history to its proper place in
broglio which resulted in my campus courageous militants who risked their the minds of those patriotic Americans
lives in Mississippi were driven by who are driven to remember their
being garrisoned by more federal
troops than George Washington ever various and miscellaneous motivations origins ' as southerners.
commanded, so that one Negro could many of them, did not or would not
be registered as a court-ordered stu- comprehend. But I cannot agree with
dent. Because my friends in the ad- the designation of the civil rights
ach of us can produce
favorite pieces of evidence
ministration of the University of crusade as the Second Reconstruction
that the South of yesterday is
Mississippi chose to testify under oath simply because this one has not failed
no more. You may not accept
in federal court to palpable falsehoods , and will not fail.
as significant the restoration of citizenbecause many students actually battlhe deepening capricious ship to the only President of the Con'ed their fellow citizens in the various
leadership of the civil rights federate States of America by a good
uniforms of their country while
campaign moved easily into old southern boy become statesman.
equating their own conduct to that of
an anti-war movement and But you cannot deny that the earth
the Hungarian freedom fighters, and
because of an avalanche of extravagant thence into a disposition to look moved the day the brother of the Presifabrications by every agency in the askance at all traditional American dent who conquered Mississippi gave
control of those whQ ran the closed values. The even tenor of great educa- the commencement speech at Ole
'society, I felt obliged to write a paper tional institutions, for the most part Miss, introduced by that eternal
and then a book about the Meredith af- outside the South, was interrupted as ' reprobate, the retiring chairman of the
fair . The truth is that in a contest of many of those in command chose to Senate Judiciary Committee . Dozens of
nerve and power, the feds won hands run. A great many college students' blacks and all the whites attending the
caught up in the prevailing delirium, .ceremony knew that the social aberradown without even using the bomb.
I was reminded many times of the assumed an air of personal virtue tions of the South, and the nation too,
19th century minority position of the when as a matter of fact they were have run their course. Our South has
South from the Missouri Compromise identifying- with the conventional come back into the mainstream of
until secession with southern whites wisdom of their contemporaries. Western civilization!
frequently pushed into a corner by cir- Gradually the rhetoric of the 1960s
cumstance and the righteous will of over reached itself and those who cried
the majority and striking out like law and order regained control of a
.
beleaguered rats in defense of their more humane society.
Now in the 1980s with sunbelt pro"rights." Of course it never occurred
to them to recognize the claims of their .sperity ,approaching the national level
own minority. For years I have believ- we should acknowledge not the end of
ed that the changing aims of the Union .the civil rights revolution but because
during the Civil War were expanded to the revolution is on the way to perinclude a championship of the Negro manentlychanging our society, we can
as a resulting of what might be termed · verify the end of southern history. Jim Sillier, Dunedin, FL, left The Unill ersit)/ 0{
no one questions
the pre- Mississippi for a professorial position in Florida.
the exigencies of the conflict itself. Surely
.
.

testify) gradually persuaded me that
the time would come when I must
"stand up to be counted ." Unquestionably, the increasingly strained atmosphere in my ivory tower made
possible at last my enlightenment as to
the frenetic momentum of the 1850's
and led me not only to contemplate a
. similar disaster in my own state , but to
the composition of a lengthy paper
whose title, , 'the Tragedy of Southern
Leade rship, 1820-1860," may give
some notion of its contents .
In spite of some movement among
Negroes in Montgomery (which I
visited several times in the days of the
King-led boycott) , blacks in the south
maintained a holding pattern strategy
of 'resistance to massive resistance until their brave and explosive conduct in
the Greensboro sit-in and the subsequent freedom rides. It almost seems
to me that both blacks and whites were
gathering their strength, under mounting tension, waiting for the inevitable
turbulence of the 1960's.
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to show my I.D. to federal marshals (to
eptember, 1962, I entered my
enter the campus and class) aid.
Junior year at the University
Everywhere Meredith went on camof Mississippi . The football
pus , the security was heavy, to say the
team would go undefeated
le.ast, and in and around Conner Hall
and beat Arkansas in the Sugar Bowl.
where this class met on second ' floor,
the co-eds would be the most beautiful
was no exception. For the first few
in the world , and beer would be legally
days of class it was somewhat amusing
purchased outside of Lafayette County. Very little had changed since my_ trying to inch through the news people
and guards . It was most amusing to me
1960 enrollment except that month the
the first day of class to see students
first black student in the history of Ole
jamming the halls to gawk at a black
Mi s s
wo uld
also
enroll.
man . If th ere was anything in
Maj oring in Political Science (in adMississippi that should not have atdition to ' history) I registered for a
tracted special attention , I presumed it
course purporting to deal with the
to be a black person. There were to be
American Political system, with emphasis on politi-cal parties. The title ' no incidents of any kind in regard to
that class . A handfull of students (I
seemed interesting and informative.
don't recall the number-one who sat
That was to be my first surpirse. The
next to me the first day now occupies
second s urprise found James
an appointed statewide political office)
Meredith, the black , in the class. His
did drop the class on account of
presence never bothered me. Having
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A Physical Plant staff member removes a slug lodged in a column of the Lyceum.
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ne can forget a great deal in
Meredith as some even dropped from
20 years. What yo,u don't
the University. The only students I
forget can also lead to an
personally knew leaving Ole Miss that
honest and unintentional
semester, did so because of their
distortion of the facts. You can believe
parent's concern for the violence that
had occurred and not because an event did or didn't happen when in
fact the opposite is true. This is the
Meredith had enrolled. (I had worked
in Nevada th e previous summer to fault of the mind and not the heart . I do
earn money to return to college. My remember the military troops camping
in and around Oxford for most of that
money had come hard, and I never
entertained any thought of leaving this year, (there is a photo in the Ole Miss
Annual of the tents on the baseball
class or the University for any reason ).
field) ; Military personnel setting up
I don 't recall conversing with
Meredith that semester. I do recall I road blocks all over Oxford for months
w here you had to stop and have your
would nod as a greeting, and he would
car searched, and if you w ent across
too. I also recall the course was dull
and perhaps as boring as any I ever town you might have to stop four or
undertook. The professor was a Ph .D five times; the Sunday night of the riot;
the Monday morning depicting the ugand a nice guy, but he spoke in
monotone whispers. Half the time you ly aftermath of the riot itself leaving
wouldn 't or couldn't understand him, b,urned out cars, bricks and tear gas
cannisters. strewn over our beautiful
and when you could his voice resemblcampus; the two killings; the "trash"
ed a constant buzz. He put you to sleep
from other states who poured into
either way. I fought constantly to contown to help the "cause;" the martial
centrate on his lectures. I was never
law imposed in Oxford; the bullet
successful. I sat behind Meredith and
holes in the Lyceum walls; the bayonet
noticed he never took many notes. He
hole in the South door of the Lafayette
was not by himself. At the end of the
County Courthouse; teargas "hanging"
semester I had accumulated about one
and one-half pages of notes. A straight ' so low on campus you couldn't go to
class in Peabody building for a week;
lecture course such as this should have
the first "troops" on campus being Oxfilled a composition book. A friend
ford National guard armed with rifles
shared with me his notes and his texand no ammunition and the C.O., a
tbook. I made a "B". Some of the
fifth generation Mississippian getting
students in the class later said the prohis arm broken with a thrown brick as
fessor , considered by the locals to be
he rode in an open jeep; and finally
an "integrationist," always intended to
and had given Meredith an "A". I wearing our student I.D. Cards arourid
our necks on a chain or piece of string
don't know and don't care. If God had
because we had to present them so
not placed James Meredith in that
often for security reasons .
course as punishment, then God had
None of this is pretty. A riot never is
punished me. I thanked God when the
and never will be. It was as evil as you
course ended .
could possibly imagine. It shows man
The second semester found me
at his very worse. It makes civilization
a mockery. It is painful even now for
avoiding my previous semester
political science professor like
me to write of those events, for my onsmallpox. I enrolled in another course,
ly memories are bad ones. Perhaps the
and 10 and behold, the first day of class . only consolation is it was so bad that
those of us who were there will be a
there sat James Meredith. Maybe Jim
sought relief too, even though he might
part of insuring it never happens again.
have taken the previous professor also.
Oddly, one of the things I remember
Lo and behold the course was also dull,
about James Meredith is his wearing a
and 1.0 and behold the professor was
coat and tie every day I saw him and
also a monotone though he didn't
living up on the hill in Baxter Hall
whisper. The professor did his best,
across from the Powers "neck" . James
but the subject matter was Asian
Meredith went on to graduate that
Government, and I don't believe a Bil= August (many people forget he was on
campus only a year because he had
ly Graham or a John Kennedy could
have made it interesting. I actransferred most of his credits toward
cumulated about three pages of notes
graduation). I attended that graduation
that semester. However, it was : a
and I don't believe I have seen him
beautiful spring, . and I did not attend
since. I understand he now and has for
all the afternoon classes. A good
some time resided in Jackson,
Mississippi. I spend a good deal of time
friend, a legitimate" A" student, and I
studied together. He had taken this
in Jackson, and maybe some day I'll
look myoid classmate up, and we can
same professor three or four times
discuss old times together. I'm sure he
before and could anticipate the. exam
hasn't forgotten those political science
questions. I made an "A", and again it
courses or his days at Ole Miss .
was said that Meredith was given an
Ed Perry , Oxford, MS, represents the Oxford
"A". (This professor was outspoken as
area in the Mississ ippi State Ho use of Represena liberal and "integrationist" accortatives. He is chairm an of the Approp riations
ding to the locals) .
Committee .

,
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who, in the 1950s through the
middle 1960s , w ere considered " radicals" and who
.
at times were reviled for their actions,
opinions, and writings on the subject
of a possible and then a continuing
desegregation here, very few remain to
tell their story as they would wish.
Time and/or economic, social and
political factors have reduced that
originally quite small number to a
precious few. The one person who
came to know James Meredith the
best-that is among the professional
staff here-was the late Professor
Russell H . Barrett, and in my opinion
he was perhaps . the one person-among seven or eight former
"enemies"
of
the
Rebel
Underground-who anguished and
suffered most fully from what, in
retrospect, was a deeply emotional and
often times very bitter ordeal.
Whether I would have wished to or
not, I came to know James Meredith
for two professional reasons and for
one recreational reason. Since
September of 1960/ I was Chairman of
the Department of Modern Languages
and..in that capacity I was responsible
for aiding Meredith, as I would any
other student, in ' fulfilling an
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condo as an active member of AAUP
since graduate student days the
U ni v ers i t y
of
No r t h
Carolina-ultimately, Vice ' President
and subsequently President of our
local chapter of AAUP in the middle
1960s-it was my task to help oversee
~ continuing process of desegregation
in this University. More than a... score
members of the local AAUP were
among the 70-odd signers of a petition
to AAUP National Headquarters, to
the University Administration, and to
the Board of Trustees asking for the
implementation of a calm and orderly
process of desegregation which would
permit qualified studen.ts of all races to
seek admission to the University and
to secure, to the limit of their
capabilities, an honest undergraduate
and graduate education on this campus-a petition truly in keeping with
the University/s processed goals of
Quality, Integrity, and Progress.
From a recreational point of view / I
came to know James Meredith as a
calm, serious and mature individual
who, on all occasions when I came in
contact with him, did indeed "keep his
cool." Early in the spring semester of
the 1962-63 academic year / I asked
Meredith how things were going in his
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life . He said that he could never be a
"normal" student on the campus, but
he felt that he could pass w hatever
course credits he still lacked for a
degree and that he could successfully
put u -with the abuse he was taking
while walking on the campus, in the
dining hall and in his dormitory . As a
former member of the United States
Air Force, he said that he regarded as
an emotional burden his inability to
take part in the military drills held on
those Thursday afternoons. He stated
that these moments were the loneliest
periods of his life on campus. He had
previously mentioned that he liked to
play golf and had played quite a bit of
it during his military years. Several of
us decided to include him in our
regular Thursday afternoon forays on
the old University Golf Course.
This first gathering of our groupo
Meredith included, will always be a
memorable occasion for me since these
were indeed tense times for our
families, both on and off campus. That
afternoon when we teed off-several
professor friends (Jim Silver, Russell
Barrett/and others)-in the company
also of the commander of the military
forces still on campus, no group of
human beings was ever better pro-
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ed us closely as we wandered down
the fairways , and in the rough on each
side of those fairways we could see
groups of young soldiers with their
firearms at the ready. After this socalled "great first/ " Meredith quite
often would play with us and his game
was on most occasions no better and
no worse than our type of bogie golf .
thereafter played golf with
Meredith on many occasions
during the spring of 1963 and
on into the early summer,
prior to our family' s return to Europe
for. the 11th Annual University of
Mississippi Summer School Program.
Academically, I helped this serious
young man find a tutor for third year
French-a volatile , eccentric young
woman-Gisele Vandamme-who the
first time she did tutor Meredith was
behind tightly closed doors in Bondurant 23E , across a little secretarial
office from my departmental office in
Bondurant 20K Gisele was absolutely
frightened to death for a while, and insisted that the glass pane in 23E be
covered over with a large publicity

,
,

n early June of this year I
received a telephone call
from a reporter for one of the
Jackson newspapers who was
writing a story about the late Medgar
Evers. She was trying to get a feel for
what he was like and w hat Mississippi
was like in the days preceding his
assassination . In due time t the inevitable question was raised : Have
there been any real changes since
1963? As ~m e who feels· that there is
quite a bit of difference between 1963
and 1982/ I was trying to list some of
the changes when it occurred to me
how I might make the point. " Go back
to your /morgue/ /" I said , " and read
the copies of your own newspaper of
that period , particularly the editorials
and local columnists, and compare
those with newspaper today. That may
provide as clear an indication of the
difference as anyth ing I could say. / /
I thought about such a suggestion
because of the experience I have had
with my own children-especially the
two younger ones-as they have had
occasion to read some of the old

newspaper clippings we have in our
files at home . We have quite a collection from 1962 and 1963/ and the
youngest of four children , a daughter
who · was born in Oxford just one
month before the riot at Ole Miss,
simply cannot belieye the things she
reads in the Jackson newspapers of
that day . The attitudes, the comments,
the whole w orld which those molders
of opinion communicate is something
strange and foreign to one who was
born at the very time that those words
were written , and in the very place
where those words bore such bitter
fruit.
All of which suggests to me the most .
difficult part of trying to tell the story
of the violence surrounding the admission of James Meredith to the University of Mississippi just 20 years ago. The
problem . of helping anyone who was
not there at the time understa dhow
such a terrib e t ling cou d haye happened. But, of course, it is prec~sely in
the reading of the newspapers of the
period that one finds the clue; because
they reflect all too accurately the

•

pohtical and moral climate in which all
of this took placet and therein lies the
real explanation.
. to imagine what your state
of mind might have been as a
wh ite , 18-year-old freshman
entering the University of '
Mississippi in September 1962 / when.
you had been told over and over again
since your tenth birthday (1954) how
awful the Federal courts were - particularly the Supreme Court - and h ow
persecuted you were as a white
southerner. Try to imagine what your
att itude might have been when for
these same eight years all of the " important' / (white) people in your
hometown had belonged to something
called the Citizens council which was
committed to resisting with every
power at its disposal this / /tyranny/ /
an " opression" . Try to imagine what
your feeling would have been w hen
virtually everything you read in the
newspapers confirmed and reinforced
this picture of reality. Try to imagine

~

}Vhat you would have felt when virtually all of your political leaders from
the G'o vernor on down had been telling you for years that segregation was
a righteous cause and that you should
be wining to give your all for it. Try to
imagine how you w ould have felt
when your high school years had been
marked by text-book censorship and
mandatory essay contests on wh ite
supremacy. Try to imagine all this , and
you w ill get some insight, at least, into
the root causes of the riot .
The moral and political climate that
had been created in the eight years
since the Brow n decision was the key
to understanding what happened on
that awful night of September 30/
1962. It w as the key to understanding
w hy young college students with
bricks and bottles in their ha:'1ds and
with tears streaming down their faces
could identify themselves with the
Hungarian "Freedom .ghters" of a
tew years earlier. It was the key to
understanding why such an insane
/
,
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poster promoting one of the touristic
regions in France! Later that spring I
asked Meredith if he would consent to
a taped interview with Billy Silver in
regard to events prior to September 30,
1962, and subsequent to that time.
This tape was made and several copie~
of it are extant.
During registration for the spring
semester of the 1962-63 academic year ,
a registration held in the old Gym , the
entrance of which could be seen from
our Bondurant 24E . classroom ,
numerous officials of the Justice
Department in Washington were sent
to monitor this particular registration
period. Several Justice Department officials of subsequent national reputation received permission to open a
direct line to Washington using our
departmental phone next to Bondurant
24E. As we know, that spring semester
was on the whole a calm one and
gradually cherry bombs stopped going
off, the numerous on-campus invectives and incidents subsided and the
NEVER buttons began to be less prominent.
However, the 1962-63 academic year
was one which could properly be label-

event could take place in an institution
that p rior to the Brown decision had
been something of an oasis of sanity
and moderation.
ut the importqnt question has
to do with the creation of this
climate . Who was responsible? Certainly not the college
freshman-or the upperclassman, for
that matter-at least not in any
primary sense. But once we get beyond
that level , there's blame enough for
'everyone to share. Perhaps the politi-

or years I had nightmares
about September 30, 1962,
and the events that followed
that night of rioting at Ole
Miss. The nightmares gave way to
more subdued dreams that relived
those days until gradually there were
only a few reminders of my rather hectic year as editor of The Mississippian .
That was until Kent State and suddenly
I saw Ole Miss again.
I could see the Molotov cocktails, the
rocks and other debris being hurled at
the federal marshals and the National
Guardsmen . I could almost feel the
bottles splinter against the curb as I
walked past the Lyceum to a meeting

ed "under siege." Ch;lllcellor John
Davis Williams, to his singular credit,
was resolute in seeing to it that the
University not only remained open but
functioned as professionally as possible. For many months he was helped
in this endeavor by a number of
dedicated teaching and staff personnel
who would gather for coffee after dark
in the old Student Uni on building and
then w ould walk about the campus letting any and all know of the University 's concern that it be allowed to
operate as normally as possible .
family and I consider
ourse lv es fortunate to have
been allow ed to lead a full
professional and social life in
the Oxford-University community.
During the last 31 years we have made
and kept lasting friendships with
scores of town and University families.
There have been many moments of
frustrati on , but very few moments of
harrassment, none ever from the
University Administration in regard to
my involvement with AAUP, with
Meredith's curriculum at Ole Miss, or
with whatever recreational activities
we shared . We merely happened to

cians lead the list from the senior
. Senator from Mississippi who proclaimed from the fl oor of the United
States Senate what the Brow n decision
was illegal and would not be obeyed
by Mississippi to the stage-struck
Governor who made " Never" his watch word and w hose nam e soon became
a synonym for bigotry and reaction .
. But the press and the other media
- follow close behind as a cheering section for the politicians and as the most
influential of all in molding public opinion. The Citizens Councils and their
subtle-and sometimes not so subtleintimidation of entire communities
gave the appearance of white unanimi-

in the Student Union Building w ith
other student leaders . I could see and
almost smell the tear gas, hear the
shouts and vulgar remarks , and experience the shock of such hatred and
confusion . I recalled my own anger of
the University being caught in the mid. dIe of a political battle and of people
changing more quickly than
chameleons .
I remembered the feelings of
disbelief: That there was a riot. That
Ross Barnett and Greasy Charlie were
suddenly heroes. That people failed to
see one another as part of the human
race. That such sleezy characters were
fighting to prevent the miscegenation

believe in the University and in its
future -and we believed also in the inevitability of a more just and positive
academic experience fully open to our
youth regardless of race , creed, or any

other social, physical , or political factor.
William Strickland" Ox ford, MS, is a Pro fesso r of
M od e rn Lang uages at Th e Univ e rs ity of
Miss iss ippi.

Federal marshals walk slowly to their positions guarding the front of the Lyceum .

ty in the segretationist cause , and the
religious leaders-most of whom knew
better and maybe even w~nted to do
better-couldn' t fi nd the courage or
th e support to resist the tide.
In short , we were all jnvolved; and I
think we came to see this in time . Ind eed, I see September 30, 1962, as a
kind of turning point in two important
respects. First , it made us more sen- ·
sitive than ever before to the part each
one of us plays in the moral and
political clirr.ate in which we live .
Secondly, it marked a slowly dawning
awareness of our corporate responsibility for finding a just and constructive solution to the problems we faced,

of th e "White race. ' 'Their own origins
seem ed a bit 'dubious to m e. ) That state
leg islat o rs w o uld harass co lle ge
students. That millions of dollars were
spent on entering one student in an in stitution of higher learning . That the
media could be so subjective. That
thousands of U .S. Army troops were
sent to keep peace at a university. That
two innocent people were killed on a
campus.
But wait a minute-there was a big
difference! The rioters at Kent State
were revered as heroes and the rioters
. at' .Ole Miss were considered rednecks
and bigots. Logically the two confrondidn 't fit for
tations
,
, me. While I didn't

and, at the same time and in the same
vein , it marked the first gradual
em ergence of signifi cant leadership in
the wh ite comm unity in the cause
desegregation.
Yes, things have changed in the last
20 years; maybe not as much as we
m igh t have hoped and prayed, but
significantl y, nonetheless. And that
violent event of September 30, 1962,
with all of its tragedy and pain, may
have been the point at which these
changes really began:

Rt. Rev. Du ncan M . Gray , J r. , Jackso n , MS, is
Bis hop of the Episcopal Diocese of Mississippi.

and I still don't condone the rioting
and other disturbances at Ole Miss, I
fail to see Kent ,State as "holy" as the
m ed ia made it.
In my m ind, killing is immoral. Killing is final. Killi ng is wrong, no matter
wh o does it. And rioting is w rong.
(Maybe I am still too idealistic , but I do
beli eve the democratic process w orks.)
Yet somehow .the disturbances at Kent
State were okay and the nation was
outraged that there w ere killings on a
college campus-innocent bystanders,
the media report ed. On the other hand,
th e nation was outraged about the
disturbances at Ole Miss and the death
of two innocent bystanders seemed incidental.
When I tried to compare the two instances , people thought I was crazy.
. Kent State had to do with Vietnam and
Ole Miss, well, that had to do with in-
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Governor Barnett would lead our
state down a blind alley. He would
destroy our great university. The issue
of state versus federal power was settled one hundred years ago.
As far as I could tell, the only people
who noticed my statement were the 40
or 50 who sent me telegrams of condemnation in which the mildest
epitaph was "J udas."
I talked with President Kennedy. He
told me that he was taking the issue
directly to Barnett. I could offer no
special insight about what the Governor would do. My word to the President was, in essence, that there were
Mississippians who understood that he
had to enforce the law , and that they
hoped he could do it with the least
possible damage to the state. '
After the enrollment, where the
massive use of troops was probably the
only reason a pitched battle was not
fought, I continued to receive abusive
mail and telegrams, and I did not have
the foresight to disconnect my phone
at home . I should have preserved the
letters and telegrams for the research
of some future Ole Miss psychologist
exploring mass hysteria, but the
cleanest thing at the time seemed to be
to throw them all away.
hen the Congressional session closed, I mailed out the
last of my newsletters, which
I had prepared in June, but
which seemed even more appropriate
in October:
" ... Unless areas of mutual cooperation between the races can be worked
out, Mississippi faces an era of continued bitterness that offers nothing
good for the future .
"My parting message to you, as your
representative in Washington, is to ask

all Mississippians to look forward, not
backward. We have nothing to fear for
our country or from our country if we
do our share to keep it free."
Twenty years of retrospect make it
clear that we have made so much progress in race relations that a generation
of students born about the time ot the
Meredith issue can have no comprehension of the massive change that
has taken place .
,
Ole Miss has played a major role in
lifting the massive burden of race from
the lives of Mississippians. We have
reached no millennium , but we have
made progress beyond the fondest
dreams of any of us 20 years ago.
Ole Miss itself has a continuing
responsibility for our future , to be an
unfettered institution of learning, to
help keep alive a tradition of freedom
in Mississippi that. we are still
building.
spent the first half of 1962 in
an unsuccessful attempt to
avoid being the victim of the
congressional redistricting of
that year-the process through which
Mississippi was required to reduce its
congressional representation from '~ix
to five . I lost out in this effort, being
defeated in a primary in an expanded
district which included Lafayette
County.
Through the remaining months of
the summer and early fall I SERVED
OUT THE Congressional session,
waiting to take my place as a member
of the Board of Directors of the Tennessee Valley Authority, to which I
had been appointed by President John
Kennedy after my primary defeat.
As far as Mississippi's public life was
concerned, the big event of the summer was the rapidly developing
scenario of James Meredith's applica-

door to Attorney-General Robert F.
Ken~edy, but they had nothing to offer
in any kind of negotiations. Their lack
of a sense of national reality became
:;lear when they asked me to convey
veiled threats to the administraITon
about how the country and particularly the Southern Association of Colleges
and Universities, would react against a
national administration "over-riding
state law ."

tion for admission as student to The
University of Mississippi.
The responsible members of the
Board of Trustees of Institutions of
Higher Learning had been aware for
several years that the various legal
delays to admission of a black student
to the University were fast running
out. Well before the final crisis, at least
two of the more "moderate" members
of the Board had talked to me about it,
perhaps because they sought a kindred
spirit with whom to share their concerns.
My discussions with them had included agreement that the Board must
show its efforts to uphold the state law ,
but that the basic responsibility was to
keep the colleges and universities open
and functioning after federal courts
had
. required removal of the racial barners.
For a time in Mississippi, however,
the debate in many public forums was
whether Ole Miss should be closed if
the 'integration order came down. This
particular temptest blew away,
however, when word leaked out that
only the members of the Board of
Trustees appointed by Governor Ross
Barnett were likely to vote for closure,
and no one Governor 's appointees constituted a majority.
Officials at the University were making attempts to negotiate with Federal
officials about the issue, even though
the governor was making it clear that
he would speak for the state in the
matter of the enrollment. The Ole Miss
offi c ials actually made sworn
statements to the courts declaring that
there was no ,policy of segregation at
Ole Miss, even though the Governor
and others were talking of nothing but
their determination to defend ' a
segregated Ole Miss at any cost. These
school officials asked me to open a

here apparently was no
understanding anywhere
among Ole Miss policy making officials that President
Kennedy could accept no less than
compliance with Federal court orders.
Governor Barnett made a statewide
address in which he repeated his
pledge " No school will be integrated in
Mississippi while I am your
Governor .... We will not drink from
the cup of genocide." One of the
legislative leaders was quoted as saying, "Some people don't mind dying
for an honorable cause ."
During this particular period, having
been rejected by the Mississippi voters
in June, I was not eager to be involved
in new controversies. It seemed more
appropriate to leave Mississippi's battles in the hands of those who were being kept in office.
But when the Mississippi congressional delegation circulated a statement praising Governor Barnett's efforts, I realized my conscience compelled a high duty to both the people of
Mississippi and the nation. Instead of
joining in the adulation of Barnett, I
issued a brief statement:
Frank Smith , Jackson , MS, is author of
numerous books and articles and is now serving
as Special Assistant to Gov, William F. Winter of
Mississippi.

,

tegration. But what does that have to
do with people getting killed? So I cooled down for a while. My husband commented, "That's your probJem-you
can see both sides. P.eople don't appreciate a moderate."
Maybe he had a point. At Ole Miss
the "Rebel Underground" referred to
me as a "pink princess," the faculty
commended me for significantly contributing to the preservation of the
University's integrity and the campus
senate reprimanded me for "the
failure to counter the distortion by the
national press of the image of said student body."

•

shot' and the journalist next to me mutmemory is of that day when a TV
media . I sat among my peers , in
tered, "Oh, God, that's my man!" The
cameraman suggested to some
disbelief. I wasn't the one who had
sound of shooting and that bullet whiz- ,- students outside the Lyceum building
rioted; I hadn't tried to drive a
that they do something-dance,
zing past my head as I walked from the
bulldozer up the Lyceum steps; I
Journalism Building to the ,Kappa
anything-because he had to send back
hadn't yelled obscenities at federal
House are still pretty vivid in my
a certain footage. He got his footage all
marshals and other officials; I hadn't
right for the students played right into
set fire to Army trucks.
memory, as are the three checkpoints I
his hands, especially the one who
had to. pass on the same route the next
I had encouraged students to remain
mormng.
climbed the flag pole to rip down the
calm and rational and asked
American flag. What insanity. At that
My mother doesn't talk too much
nonstudents to get off campus. Was
point I prayed I would always act as a
that so wrong? I don't think so. I sudanymore about the telephone and letresponsible joirnalist.
ter threats she and my father received.
denly saw in that campus senate the
I still chuckle when I think about the
power mongers, watched the
But did the other journalists act
responsibly at Ole Miss and Kent
time I kept the General out of the
superegos emerge and wondered if we
latrine area as the thousands of Army
State? I wonder. And what about the
had viewed the same actions.
politicians? WHl September 30, 1962,
Now I can look back and smile when
troops lined the runway at Oxford Airport. I still get nauseated when I
I realize some of those characters
be repeated on another C4ffipus for
.
.another cause?
'.,
"made it" in the political arena. I only ' remember the slimy young- men
.
,....
feel a little uneasiness when I recall bebeating on the door of the Journalism
Sidna Brower Mitchell, BernardsYilN, HJ. editoT
Building and insisting we had to "kill
ing in the darkroom at the Journalism
of The Daily Mississippian durinr tile Mereditlt
the Nigger!"
Building when someone came in to anincident, does pubUc relatioNs iii'''''. area of
health care.
,," ,
But perhaps the most recurring
nounce that Paul Guihard had been

-
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'..".. campus senate action to
"censur'e" " me became
another circus and made me
a herQine in the ' national
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sign hangs in the Lyceum,
goals ... on the way to my final cy on a campaign platform of civil
Miss-Where
, 'Ole
destiny." The goals were 1) to become rights. The day after Kennedy's inan "unadjectived" man, 2) to run for auguration Meredith sent his first letEverybody Speaks." Twenty
governor of Mississippi and get all of ter to The University of Mississippi.
years ago the same phrase
the Negroes votes, and 3) to get a Soon after, he contacted Medger Evers
was used to recruit students to the
degree from The University of who recommended the Legal Defense
University of Mississippi. Ironically, a
Fund for help . Thurgood Marshall,
Mississippi.
student decided to come to Ole Miss,
On September 30, 1962, James director of the Legal Defense Fund, arbut 30,000 federal troops had to acMeredith became the first black to ranged for Constance Motley to work
company him to assure his safe entrance to the university , 'where _ enter The University of Mississippi. with Meredith.
What followed was 20 months of
Nearly one year later, on August 18,
everybody speaks."
Today, that young man has greying
1963, he fulfilled his third goal and threats, court battles and press
coverage which resulted in Meredith
received his diploma.
hair and a little more weight, but
After leaving Ole Miss, Meredith coming to Ole Miss to be registered.
James Meredith has become no less
traveled throughout the U.S. for six . During this time, he still attended
committed to his objectives than the
months and then Europe and Africa for Jackson State and was involved on
day he became the first black student
six months. Later he attended Ibadan campus.
to enroll at Ole Miss.
University in Ibadan, Nigeria and in
When he and his wife returned to
1965 received a certificate of graduate
Mississippi in 1960, he was here to
secret organization known as
work in economics. After leaving
fight. His goal was clear cut, "total vicM.I.A.S. (Mississippi ImNigeria, Meredith went to Columbia
tory: victory over discrimination, opprovement Association of
Law School and was graduated in
Students) was an important
pression, the unequal application of
1968.
the law, and, most of all, over -, 'White
force on campus. Meredith said that
From law school he went to work on the organization had been a vehicle for
Supremacy" and all of its manifestaWall Street and moved back to action for him. When asked about his
tions," Meredith wrote in his book,
Mississippi in 1971. Today he owns a membership in the group, he said "Is
, 'Three Years in Mississippi."
bar and a tree farm.
.
Meredith never really decided on
Castro a member of Cuba?"
Meredith doesn't have much contact
this goal, as he explains. It was always
Meredith decided at an early age to
part of him and existed before him and
with the people involved with his achieve ' 'three theoretical interim
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will exist after him. "A very long time
ago some force greater than myself
placed before me my life 's role, the
mission that I was to accomplish. How
my divine responsibility was to be carried out was left to me ," he said as he
bustled through his chores while being
interviewed by The Ole Miss
Magazine . He was getting his small
Jackson bar ready for another night of
business . He was cautiou,s and
thoughtful about his past and his feelings about race relations, but he was
frank about his ideas.
In September of 1960, Meredith, his
wife and baby boy moved to Jackson
from Tachikawa Air Force Base in
Japan. He entered Jackson State College to study history and political
•
SCIence.
Meredith and a group of about 10 or
12 students formed what he calls the
"In Group." These were students with
high academic records. They met to
discuss current issues and plans to
carry out their goals. They were ready
to take action.
Their plans were aided by John F.
Kennedy who ran for the U.S. Presden-

,
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Robert Jordan

enrolling at Ole Miss. He said he has
stayed closest to Mrs. Motley, his attorney.
In 1966, Meredith started the
" Meredith Mississippi March Against
Fear And To Encourage Voter Registration of Blacks" from Memphis to
Jackson. On the second day of the
march, just outside Hernando,
Meredith was shot. The march
"ultimately became the biggest civil
rights demonstration in American
history."
For Meredith's goals to be fulfilled
blacks will need to be at the power end
of the world. He is confident that a
change will occur, and blacks will be
put in that position.
If he's right, he says Mississippi will
be the turning point. This is one of the
reasons he moved back here. He felt it
was important for his children to grow
up here so that they will know the
state. He has five ranging in age from 1
year old to 2l.
The change will be quick, he said
"Just like basketball at Ole Miss. For a
long time they didn't have any black
players, then all of a sudden, the whole
team was black," he said.
Whether the change will be violent
or not doesn't matter much, Meredith
points out, Christianity was moved
about 50 percent both violent and nonviolent.
"The issue is going to be who's going
to take sides with who. I really don't
think it will become an issue until the
threat of world dominaton becomes'
more clear from some other force.
Right now it's not a real issue. Western
civilization dominates, and there is no

Black to become free and viable."
real challenge to that. And as long as
All undeveloped countries are black,
that exists, I really don't see anything
and there is only one group in the
changing except some shifts within,
world capable of bringing about the
but nothing major."
speedy development of the continent
The merging will take place as a
of Africa, and that group is the
means to ward off the threat to the
American black, he contends.
civilization that blacks and whites live
, 'The development of Africa and the
in, Meredith said.
reunification of Black people is one
He;: doesn't place much value in inand the same. The lost children (black
tegration. For example, the NAACP is
Americans) have everything that
working for objectives he doesn't feel
Africa needs to develop. Africa is the
are worthy. Meredith believes the
only hope for the vindication of Black
NAACP's objective is to prepare blacks
people," Meredith says.
to live in the world as it exists today
Right now he is not trying to
and not to really try to change it.
organize groups because he believes,
Meredith's activities today jnclude
that if he started groups then the
founding a new organization and
organization would become the imporfighting a court battle over a dispute at
tant thing and everyone would lose
Pizza Hut.
sight of the original idea. So, he says,
The incident at Pizza Hut involved a
like the Bible , he is trying to get the
coupon. When Meredith wouldn't pay
word out about the organization first.
because of the problem, the owner
His main problem now is that most
called the police, and he was arrested.
don't think it relates to them. They
Meredith contends that the matter was
think it is for black Africans.
a civil matter and not a criminal matTo get the word out, Meredith has
ter. He feels that the incident is an expublished a brochure about the
ample of the white police power that
organization and has started
exists in this country.
The organization that he founded in . publishing a monthly pamphlet called
"Outlook" that includes the police
1980 is the African Development and
report of Jackson, marriage records,
Reunification Association (ADARA). It
divorce suits, court decisions and arexists for the development of the contiticles about the organization and
nent of Africa and the reunification of
blacks. The reports are included to
all Black people in the world. "
educate blacks on events that are hap. has' pening and their consequences.
n a pamphlet Meredlth
He started publishing " Outlook" ten
said, " No Black person will
years ago, stopped after seven years
ever be completely free
and resumed publication in the Spring
anywhere in the world until
of 1982. He also intends to publish a tv
Black people are free and viable
guide and a new edition of his book
somewhere in the world. Africa is the
which first came out in 1966.
only place where it is possible for any

•

eredith and his second wife,
Judy, live in a comfortable
house in a once all-white
suburb of Jackson. He spends
a good bit of his time with his bar and
tree farm. The money he receives from
the tree farm is being used to start a
management and technology school.
He has never really discussed his
time at Ole Miss with his children. He
doesn't believe the incident was that
important, and his entering Ole- Miss
was a vehicle for action for working
toward his goals.
The racial situation at Ole Miss is no
worse than at any other school he said,
but it is but is certainly no better
either, he said.
Twenty years after coming to Ole
Miss, Meredith believes he has had a
good life. In fact, better than most people because his life has had strong
d!rection, and everything he has done
and will do is for the achievement of
his goal.
.

,

Jack Carrel, 22, a senior at the University of
Mississippi, is a former natlOnal presIdent of the
Association of College Un ions .
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By Connie Green
& Kitty Dumas

Donald Cole came to Ole Miss as an
undergraduate in 1968. He says that
he was disturbed by the symbols then
and is still disturbed by them.
"I took it (the flag) personal and
found it offensive. To be quite honest,
the feeling still lingers on. When 1 was
an undergraduate, 1 felt when someone waved a Rebel flag it was
speaking to me personally ... because
sometimes 1 would find flags in my
room with 'go home nigger' written on
the flag."
Dr. Lucius Williams, assistant vice
chancellor for academic affairs, says
that even though hostility against
blacks is not as prevalent as it was in
the 60s, he fee ls that the hostility is
returning.
" Since Reagan took office I've noticed more public . rhetoric by whites
directed toward blacks, more boldness
against blacks, mo r e hostility,"
Williams says. ''This can be seen in
Th e Daily Mistake (the April Fool's
. edition of the campus paper , Th e Daily
Mis sissippian). getting kicks and
laughs at the expense of black folks.
These things are only funny to racist
white folks ." .

Ie Miss. To most white
students here, those words
are symbols of two traditions-one of academic excellence and another, cultural experience of the Old South. They have
grown to love it as a part of their..
heritage.
Yet 20 years after Meredith , blacks
at Ole Miss have largely different
views about the university, its symbols
and its attitude toward blacks today.
Blacks conced e that positive changes
have taken place, but they are concerned that those changes have been slow
in coming.- Most are not optimistic
about the future.
About 700 black students attend the
university, about 7 percent of total
enrollment. Of 556 faculty members at
the university, only seven are black.
These figures disturb many blacks who
want more black role models to offer
black students the encouragement and
motiv at ion to succeed in a
predominantly white community .
The small representation on the varsity cheerleading squad, in student
government, and on the student
illiams believes blacks have
newspaper leave many blacks feeling
made an effort " to get along"
as if they have no voice in major camwith whites. This effort can
pus organizations. Others find the
be observed, he says, through
white environment overwhelming and the Black Student Union-Associated
intimidating. They cannot relate to the Student Body merger. "That was good
trad itional symbols of the Old South, . for this campus. We don't need to be
the Confederate flag , Colonel Rebel ) pulling apart. 1 "don't see us going far
and "Dixie" and the university fight when what was in The Daily Mistake
song. These are reminders of a past is printed."
they believe whites would like to
Most blacks are here to just get an
relive and one they do not want blacks education and leave, Williams says,
to forget.
because they have no school spirit and

•

James McShane, Chief U.S. Marshal, discusses the latest developments from his military
vehicle .
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The morning before the riot , an open ammunition crate ominously indicates that violence
will probably will occur.

never will until they are a part of campus life. " At inauguration (on April 1
for ASB officers) there were no blacks
there which makes it seem as if there
are no blacks here," he says. "When
there are just all whites, the whites
seem to feel they are all powerful and
don't have to answer to anyorie. But
blacks can only take so much. It's like
a dog in a corner. Sooner or later he
will fight back. And blacks are almost
to the point of retaliating ."
Some black students, however,
believe the flag is only a symbol of
school spirit and is not meant to be a
reminder of the Civil War and slavery.
Black students are actually segregating
themselves, they say, by not becoming
involved campus activities.
"I don't think that when people
wave Rebel flags and sing "Dixie"
they are saying, 'Let's beat the slaves.'
They are saying, 'Let's get up school
spirit: says Mike Edmonds, 19, a
junior from Clarksville, Tenn. "And
since 1 pay tuition to come here, 1 say
let's get up the spirit , too. 1 bought a
flag and 1 have it in my room, and 1
wave it at the games. 1 see them (symbol 5~ as mascots like any other
mascots."
Edmonds says a lot of the problem
with blacks who do not feel a part of
the university is that they segregate
themselves and don't try to get involved. "So much you hear is they and
them instead of we and us. When 1 pay
my tuition, 1 feel 1 have voice on the
paper, annual. and any activity," Edmonds says. " But it bothers me that
, blacks here on campus promote
separatism. Like the cafeteria, blacks
sitting on one side. Once so-me blacks
came up to me and some friends and
asked us if we thought we were white
because we were not sitting w ith the
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other blacks. Also, people call the
carpet-covered blocks in the Union the
black blocks, which is probably just a
black gathering place. And another
form of unneeded separatism is the
Black Panhellenic Council. The Interfr a terni ty Cou neil and Black
Panhellenic !C(l)\1ncit .bo~h; are ,fQrcoIllmunity service, so the IFC will do
more on a larger scale than a black
council."
•
ore blacks might get involved
in school activities and,feel a
part of campus life if they did
not fear the criticism they
will receive from other blacks or just
refused to try. "I think blacks don 't
fe el a part of the university because
they give up without trying. They are
not willing to accept defeat," Edmonds
says. " There are some things that I
know 1 can't do now-I couldn't go
through the rush system and get a bid.
But this 'doesn't bother me .
" I feel blacks have stereotypical image of other blacks. If they see you going to a sorority house or wearing Bermuda saorts and Bass sandals, they
feel you are being white unless you eat
in the cafeteria on the black side, go to
the Masonic Lodge or wear blue jeans
and tennis shoes. They don't take into
consideration that that can just be
Mike Edmonds."
Clara Bibbs, 21 , a junior from
Winona, also feel blacks should
become more involved with campus
activities.
"Blacks are segregating themselves
instead of gettirig involved in Ole Miss.
They could care less about ASB elec-

--

tions or activities," Bibbs says. "If you
get ' yourself involved, you won't feel
left out."
Bibbs, who competed for varsity
cheerleader, says that the symbols do
not bother her 'but she wishes the
university had a mascot she could feel
comfortable with.
.
, "I don't think I should wave the flag
(she said before the cheerleader elec- '
tions) because I would be representative of black students' opinion if
elected, and I don't think they approve."
Dr. Gloria Robinson, former assis- '
tant director of student activities for
minority affairs, says that getting rid of
the school symbols is not one of her
priorities because she believes they
will always be here. However,she said
she does believe that, "those who
wave it want to return to the old days.
'!Before I came here I wanted to bring blacks and whites together and to
improve relations-after coming here,
I have lost the desire to bring the races
together," Dr. Robinson said.
ne reasqn she feels this way
is because she does not feel
blacks are wanted here except "for affirmative action
counts and federal funds ."
Most blacks say they agree with Dr.
Robinson, and that they can feel no
school pride because they cannot identify with the school symbols or activities such as Dixie Week. They say
that when they leave the university
'they will not feel proud that they came
to school here and that they would not
want their children to come to Ole
Miss.
"I wouldn't send my kids to Ole
Miss, because I feel they should go to a
black school first to get an adequate
background-to develop as a black individual. Whatever deficiences they
(black colleges) may have, while there
are more black students in white
schools, black schools graduate more
black students than white schools,"
Dr. Robinson says.
Black students who say they dislike
the university's white-oriented environment say they came here because
it was closer to their hometown than
other schools, or because it had a good
academic reputation and they thought
they could overcome whatever problems they might encounter. Others
say they simply did not have the
money to go anywhere else. So black
students come to the university with
the ultimate goal of earning their
, degrees and leaving.
They find plenty of time to work on
their degrees. The black social life on
campus is slim to none, many say.
Some also say they got the impression
that there .may have been an active
social life for blacks after attending the
annual black achievement conference
in February, but after coming here
they find themselves greatly 'disappointed. The main black gathering

places are the Union lobby and the
Masonic Hall in Oxford where black
greeks sponsor dances. Some blacks attend the parties on fraternity row, but
find no social fulfillment in the white'oriented parties.
Tina Thomas, a 20-year-old senior
accounting major, is one disillusioned
black female who attended the black
achievement conference. Thomas said
Ole Miss has not met any of her expectations; therefore, she will leave the
university without the "full" college
experience she had anticipated.
"When I came to Ole Miss ,
everybody seemed to roll out the red
carpet. Blacks seemed to be having a
good time. And I met a few good looking guys, Thomas recalls. ' 'When I did
come to Ole Miss, I began to experience how things really were. People weren't as friendly as they appeared to be. Blacks seemed to run
around in their own little world."

.

homas, who graduated from
Yazoo High School in 1979,
had been actively involved in
extracurricular activities. She
expected to be as active as possible at
Ole Miss, but found it difficult to do so.
, 'It's not as easy as people may think.
My freshman year was really bad . If
someone didn't know you, it was hard
to get on committees or join organizations. So it was hard to be involved at
Ole Miss."
Then Thomas said she was even
more disappointed when whe met the
black men here at Ole Miss. "Most
black guys were not choosing to come
to Ole Miss. They were either here for
academics or athletics. When choosing
a university, my school counselor
wanted me to go to a school where I
could get a good education as well as
find a good husband. With Ole Miss
having the academic reputation that it
has, I thought I would be able to find
black men majoring in some type of
professional field. There are a few
guys majoring in those fields, but they
/ are usually not the most attractive guys
and they are usually somewhat boring
and maybe a little too studious. So the
only choice I had was either the jocks
or the bookworms.
Presently there are seven black
greek organizations on campus, four
fraternities and three sororities. They
are Alpha Phi Alpha, Phi Beta Sigma,
Omega Psi Phi and Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternities and Alpha Kappa Alpha,
Zeta Phi Beta and Delta Sigma Theta
sororities. Of the almost 700 black
students, about 100 are greek. So to
some blacks, there are enough social
outlets with black functions and other
campus activities.
"I think the black social life is
enough," says Andrew Stokes, 22, a
senior majoring in urban administration. "Our main purpose is not to
socialize, anyway. But there are
enough blacks on campus to create a
good enough social life for all the

blacks. Any other social activity they
(blacks) should create themselves."
Alexander Martin, a third-year law
student and Alcorn State graduate,
says he regrets attending the university
law school. He prefers predominantly
'black institutions because "there's
nothing wrong with black people
educating black people." But coming
here was less expensive than going to
one of the black law schools out of
state, and because Martin wanted to
practice law in Mississippi, not having
to take the Mississippi bar exam made
coming to the University of Mississippi
attractive, despite how he really felt.
, 'When I first came here I expected
racism and I looked for it," the
22-year-old said. "As a result of that, it
was easy for me to screen racism in
any and all things I observed. It made
me regret coming here. But I stayed
because I wanted a J.D. Uuris doctorate), and once I start something I
hate to quit it."
nd most blacks do stay. According to a study done by Institutional Research at the
university. Of all entering
freshmen, proportionally, more blacks
remain at the university than whites.
Rose 'Jackson Flenorl, former assistant director of student activities for
minority affairs, believes that black
students can have successful college

careers at the University of Mississip•

pl.

,

As an undergraduate at the university, she was chosen to join several
honor societies and was the first black
Associated Women Students president
and the second black member of the
Hall of Fame, the higliest honor an Ole
Miss student can attain. She was
chosen by Glamour Magazine in 1980
as one of the Top Ten College Women
in the Nation. .
"It's all in the individual and the
goals he sets for himself. Not to say
there are not stumbling blocks for the
students. First of all they are a minority on campus, then there will be timeb
you will run into racism. I experienced
that (racism) during the Miss Ole Miss
election.
, 'That was my biggest experience
with racism. People said a lot of ugly
,things to 'me and wrote me ugly notes.
It bothered me but it did not stop me
from progressing toward my goals. If
you don't go over a mountain, you go
around it. You just have to keep
going. "
Connie Green , 22, a 1982 graduate of the
, University of Mississippi, has served internships
with The Clarion·Ledger and 'The Washington
Post. She now is a reporter for The Atlanta Con·
stitution,
Kitty Dumas, 19, a junior at the University of
Mississippi, has been an intern at The Memphis
Press· Scimitar and is a staff mem ber of The Dai·
Iy Mississip,pian.

What U.S. Newspapers Are Saying
'Editorially on Barnett's Actions
Ib \JNJTED PRESS INTEIlNAnONAL

FolJowinc It a aamp1inc of, ARKANSAS GAZE"1"tE, UttJe it has ' been ' _t In the

editorial oplnioD conce~ the Rock: "Gov. Barnett hu railed of the law and it baa been
efforts of James H. Meredith, and refused to abandon an lllue in the court of pubUc opinkIIL'~
IW!IM), to enter the University ,which was settled on the bat- MONTGOMERY ADVERTISor Milliisippi and the federal-Illefieid a centurY ago. • . • In ER: ". . . In the end, as We
ltate dispute:
MilSiuippi, however, it is en- ,have said, Barnett will be foiled
NEW YORK ' TIMES: ". • . tirely possible that dispatching, :'y federal power. U necellary,
1l'he federal government will DOt a larae force of marshals would the federals will auault Mi.
~ve to fight another war to only bring on a free-foNllI sissippi and take Barnett. . • •
win this contest. But It will win brawl between the federal of-' Barnett will iO to jail and Mere,ft. The question Is simply how flcers and state police. Such a dith to Ole Miss. ' Nobody hq
looa IUch reckless extremllts spectacle can' hardly be c:o&i treated the U. S. Suprenu:
.. Gov. Barnett and Lt. Gov. templated without deep appre-, Court With more conte.mpt thaft
Johnson will be able to postpone hension . . . but the necessitYi • '''melt since Abe LincpIn .....
the inevitable-and whether, as . . . 11 as elemental as a rule lila
III .... war
Wf_,leruotly_ hope. th!t rnl,~r that the national government 7UI'I."
can be settled without the use must be preServed."
AX"'BA114 JOtnlNAL, Me-.
of any force."
WASHINGTON POST: " . • . lOIDery: " •• : A condltIan ....
NEW YORK HERALD TRJB. The United States Is not likely am.n when ,the lecal .. . .pae
UNE: ". .. • U Gov. Baraett to be stopped by tile antici of at hand oucht to be uaed will
wants to iO to jail, well and any state governor. James finn vila. 10 deal with 1tIII
1OOd. But the compulsive De- Meredith will enter the Un!- harus1nc Interference by W"
ceuity Ja enforcement of the versity of Mississippi. What!ncton with the Internal atrain
law. And U It takes tbe U. S. kind of hospitality will he en- in direct violation of. 1M lids
Arm7 to put Mr. Meredith into counter from ' the students al- AmendmeDt to the CoNti.
Ole MIu, let PresideDt Kea- ready enrolled there? The real tIQa. ..
nedy not hesitate."
test of Mississippi arid the gal- BAx·TIKOJU: EVENING SUN:
NEW YORK MIRROR: " ••• lant traditions of the South ",ilL "The is... In Mlulasippl bas
Education In an anned camp come with the answer to that become far mOre serloua 1bu
is not the best way to do it question."
the queatloa of segrelab, Jm.
but if, to maintain the Canst!- WASHINGTON EVENING portant tbo that Ja. Gov. ~
tution and to provide equality STAR: ". . . They know they nett's decision to defy Ibe CII'o
of opportunity, it Ia neceuary moe licked and 'are fighting a ders or the Circuit Court of •
to send troops, U wu doN in s!tA m battle for a cause 1011& PIIII in N~ Orleans Ia an opei!
ArkanIu then troops it must SlI'Ice lost. It wu lost on ~ challtnce to the l)'ltem of 1&9
be. Tbe~ Is no other.way."
)aUlefieldaot a centur)' ~,ud arder."
From Memphis Press·Scimitar, September 28, 1962
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By Suzie Baker,
Sherry Lucas,
& Wendy Shumake
istorically, Mississippi has
been associated with racial
prejudice. In 1962, the admission of the first black student
into Ole Miss and the subsequent conflicts confirmed these beliefs. Here we
are 20 years later. Does the Ole Miss of
1982 still carry the scars? Is racism still
prevalent on the university campus?
What do the whites at Ole Miss have to
say about blacks today?
The three of us had different expectations. We are from different types of
communities, have different educational backgrounds, and had different
attitudes toward blacks before entering Ole Miss . One from Memphis, one

from the Gulf Coast , and one from
Yazoo City, the " Gateway to the
Delta." The Memphian believed she
would find more prejudice among the
students from certain areas of the state
with racially turbulent histories, such
as the Delta. The native of Yazoo City
thought the lines of prejudice would
clearly mark those who attended
public schools or private academies.
The writer from the Coast expected to
find those , from racially biased
backgrounds to be apprehensive in admitting any current prejudices.
We realize Ole Miss is primarily a
white man 's school , with only a 7-8
percent black enrollment. "There are
only four or five (blacks) here I can call
by name. I average one black a
semester in my classes," Steve
Earnest" an accounting major from
Tupelo says. Even though black enroll-

ment at Ole Miss is comparable to that
of other state-supported schools in
Mississippi, Ole Miss' seems to be the
school considered most racist.
Ole Miss has been stereotyped as a
" country club" school, with the accompanying undertones of minority
exclusion . Her symbols-the Confederate flag, "Dixie," Colonel
Rebel-have been called post-Civil
War symbols of white supremacy. ,
Although they,haye been the center of
controversy for some black students,
the symbols represent no more than
tradition and school spirit to most
whites. " We're not waving the flag to
show we're better than they are. I
don't understand what the big deal is.
The symbols may have represented
racism more than 100 years ago, but today they just represent Ole Miss, " one
student said .

p. O. Box 213
Univerait7, Miaah.ipp1
Ootober 1, 1962

r . Buddy Chain, Ole Miss
director of personnel, said
the symbols of a university
are unimportant. " If the present Ole Miss symbols were to change,
I don't think it would make any difference. People would support the Ole
Miss Yahoos as strongly as they do the
Rebels now."
However, Dr. Gloria Robinson,
director of student activities for
minority affairs, said she believes most
blacks are intimidated by the symbols
which they see as representing the
Civil War. "As long the symbols remain the same , I don 't see Ole Miss
growing in its acceptance of people of
color ."

T H E WHI TE H O USE
\ V.\ S Hl t\ GTO!'\

N o v e m be r 13, 19 62

Preeident John F. Xenned7
The White House
Waahington. D. C.
Dear Mr. Preaidents
IR all probability thi. letter tram thi. unlver.ity will not reaoh 70U per.onally. and I can well under*tand the reaeonll tor same. what' with the ~
dutiea and reaponllibU1Uea tacing you here and abru/d. But I tn.to: with all
IIY" heart. all the head ot a tandly ot four. t.hat it will receive IIOre than
8,YlIIPatheUe understanding from your aides who, I trust. will view it &II a
sincere C!"y of arlguish 800. tear from that regi on ot viol ence. t1eroe pride,
blind preju~ce and Glten m1.-guided honor immortalised b,y ~ late triend and
rev~red genius. !-Ir. Wlll1a.m 'aulkner.
Mr. Prellident. there are many hflre on the taoulty ot the UniTeraity of MlI.1adppl
whe. 11ke ~selt, ter elnen 1.111 yearll. or IIOre, have kept lIilent • •halletul~
eo. in the taee ot the r&lIIJ».nt raoial prejudioe wi tneseed year in and year wt
b,y UII throughout thia lltate - a hatred ted by IIIUOh ot the 'IItate pre.a and
wholly lIanctioned by ninety-the per oent et the .tate' a poll tical ladera.
I'tY oolleaguea and I are indeed, in a sen.. , parti. . to the Tiolent explodon
which yeste~ svept what wall onoe ' and will be again a l.ve~, quiet and
III8d1tative campull. We ahould have apoken out, with all the conaequenae. te
us and to our tamillea whioh lIurely would have eftAued. er we should have
quitted this plhce. aa 110 many at our oolleaguea have done in tho pe.t decade.
Yet. we did feed, and tor long. from the publio trOUlh ot the lltate,
Tonignt. I beaeeeh 70U and the va.t power at the Federal GovernMent te ,ive
heed, while there iB ye' tilllll, to thiB hea.rt.-telt plea. We welcOlllft the
military repreHntative. ot our nation and I, tor cme, have not. in eleven
y~ars, known the utter peace and ..cQrity Whloh they now attard, While they
re!lla.in I cheriah a senae ot treedorr, and exaltation never betore lmown here.
The pre.ent purpoaf! of thh oommunication iB to beaeech you, 1n the rw. at
Al.III1ghty God, to take auch step. now which will ensure the prellence at tec'eral
troops long alter. at a .upertictar-glance, thf!ir stay would appear un_ warranted. I Imow that passion. Tengeanoe and ugly prejudice will long rel,.ai 'i
here i n many hearta and I know also that I51.ny IIUppOsedly reaponsibJ, oitieen.
of t his s ta te and region are lIlerely hiding their t1llle while a_i ting the
withdrawal of our lIoldieraao that t hey may once again incite tanatica at
racial prejudice to actions all violent a8 those ot yell~rday. Tha.. peraona
will turn their hatred not only upon Mr. JaI1Ie. Ml!redith, all decent and
admirable a yeung _n aa I have seen in many yearll here. but alao upon any and
all who will have rendered themeelvell IIUllpect to thllir tradition of white '
suoremacy and the untold evil that hall bee~ built upon it.

-

In the hope that this urgent and utt.erly lIincere plea will receive your conRespectfully YOurll,
sideration, Mr. Prellident. I remain.
WilliaJl Emile Striokl.a.nd, Ch&inar

D ear M r . St r i ckl a nd:
The P r e sident has asked me t o th ank you for your
l etter . A ll that you say h as been fti ll y noted , and
you m ay b e sure th a t your views and comments will
b e give n caref u l cons id erati on . TJ, ey h ave a l so be e n
b rought to th e a t tent i o n of app rop r i ate G ov ernme nt
officials .
With the P re sident's a ppr ec iation f or th e n e e d which
prompte d you t o wr ite and w ith his d ee p re gr e t for
its e x istenc e ,
Since r e ly,

Ralph A. Dungan
? p ecia1 Ass i sta nt
t o th e P re sident

M r. W i ll iam Emile Strickl and
Chai r m an of th e F acul ty
Coll ege of L iberal A rt s
The Uni versity of M iss i ssippi
P o st Office B ox 213
Unive rsity , M ississipp i

Letter from Dr. William Strickland to President Kennedy and the Presiuent's response

--
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athletes, and it did, but I really don't
In addition to these problems, the
believe racism is an issue here." The
small percentage of blacks at Ole Miss
black and white athletes consider
has caused problems in recruiting
themselves a part of a team, and the
black students, staff, faculty, and adraces mix well, he said.
.
ministrators. ' 'You would not believe
However, there are signs of prethe number of people who view
Mississippi and Ole Miss as one step , judice among other students when it
comes to on-campus housing .
shy of the Ku Klux Klan," Chain, who
Repeatedly, whites and blacks are
is also head of the affirmative action
assigned to the same dorm rooms, and ,
program at Ole Miss, said. "We have a
rarely does it stay that way. Ken
hard time trying to bring blacks with
Towler, head resident of the Howryadminitrative abilities here for interFalkner men's dorms, said some
views ." The university is still idenwhites would prefer to live with a ,
tified nationally with the Meredith
degenerate white in a rundown
Crisis, but preconceived ideas of
'racism is not the only problem the . residence hall than live with a black
roommate . "What reactions do I see
university faces in employing blacks.
when a black and a white are assigned
There are no black professionals practo the same room? Every resp9nse imticing in Oxford and ' not enough
aginable," he said . "Sometimes things
middle-class blacks in the community,
work out fine, but sometimes the stuand the social life of a black addent will pack up and go home." Bill
ministrator would be limited. Money,
Lynch , a white engineering student
however, is the biggest problem, Chain
from Maryland roomed with a black,
said . Ole Miss cannot offer the salaries
James Bledsoe of Los AngeIes, in
other larger institutions offer, and
because of the demand for black adHowry. Neither one had any problems, and neithet were ridiculed by
ministrators all over the country, we
their friends . A freshman female stuusually lose potential black employees
dent said she was assigned to a room
to other schools.
already occupied by two blacks. She
immediately went to Housing to be
reassigned, met a white who needed a
he affirmative action policy
roommate, and moved in.
here extends beyond the requirements of the Civil
Rights Act. If there are five
ne area of campus affairs in
outstanding white male interviewees
which many blacks feel they
and several minority prospects who
barely meet th~ basic prerequisites for
lack representaton is in student organizations. Whites in
a job, one of those white males may
not be granted a final interview so a
Greek -organizations traditionally have
lesser qualified minority person will
dominated. student groups and posibe considered for the position. Before
tions of leadership in student acaffirmative action , faculty hiring was
tivities. Although the percentage of
blacks in student organizations does
done according to the "old boy" network , Chain said . Other ways Ole
not differ significanpy from the
Miss tries to counter the problems of
percentage of blacks in the school's
integration are by building salaries,
total enrollmeht , many blacks find it
having prospects meet other minority
difficult to get involved . Dr. Gloria
students and employees , and proRobinson , director of student activities
viding social outlets into the Oxford
fo r minority affairs , said, , 'The blacks
commun ity. Gerald Walton, dean of
are not wise as to how to fill out apthe school of liberal arts, said we have
p lications for ASB and honoraries in
order to score the highest points ."
mad e some headway in getting black
professors. " We encourage black proHowever, Randy Adair, a senior from
fessors to consid e r on-campus
Union , saId that blacks must take the
housing, " he said . "This gives them q.
initiative to get involved in campus
better chance to see that there is accepQrganizations. " Initially, it may be
·tance here."
harder, but it's initially harder for
a n y one-n o matter what their
'i! think our attitude toward blacks is
positive," Chain said . "There are still
race-unless they have connections."
lingerings of prejudice , but they're not
Black student involvement is '
overt. That's a vast change from even
enhanced through organized groups
for black student concerns, Walton
ten years ago." Tommy Limbaugh,
recruiting coach for the Rebel football
said. Several groups include the Black
team, agrees . Blacks are heavily
Student Union, the Black Student Conrecruited for the football team, and it is
cerns Committee, and the Center for
estimated that possibly two out of
Black Studies. ' 'With all these
seven prospects may be hesitant about
organizations, it's absurd to say the
racism on campus. "We have more
University isn't sensitive to their
problems with the parents of these
lblacks) needs," Steve Ray, former
boys t4an with the boys themselves.
ASB president, said. "The problem is
But once we get them on campus for a
that black organizations need to learn
visit, their attitudes ineVitably
'the system' lred tape, etc.) of getting
change," he said. "Other schools use
things done.
the Meredith Crisis and subsequent
"Getting things done" often means
racism against us. Three years ago a
getting involved early, Robinson addschool conducted a letter-writing camed. Most ·white students get involved
paign to hurt QUT recruiting of black
as freshmen here,. she said, adding that

blacks wait until their junior year. "1
think that in order for blacks to feel
like the University has a committment
to enhancing their educational and
social life while they are here, each
' facet of the University should make an
effort to recruit, train, and admit
blacks and other minorities into their
organizations," she said. This may be
difficult for some blacks, however,
because Greeks tend to disassociate
from blacks, Towler said. Because
more independents live with blacks in
dorms, he said, independents accept
them more readily.
Other white students view black integration into predominantly white
organizations differently. "It's like
they separate themselves from us,"
one white student
said. "1 don't see
,
what they get so upset about. They
have their own Miss Ebony. How can
they expect to become a part of us if
they continue to segregate
everything?" Another white student
likened the segregation of black and
white 1;>eauty pageants to the segregation of water fountains in the' 60s.
" It's the same principle," he said.
Amy Runyan, a senior from Memphis , said she believes reverse
discrimination does exist at Ole Miss.
"Blacks would really raise a ruckus if
we didn't give them the same opportunities," she said . "There shouldn't
be quotas-people should be selected
based on experience , if they're deser'v.mg. "
Most of the white students interviewed admitted that they didn't think
about race relations very often. Many
felt the problems blacks have at Ole
Miss result from being such a small
percentage of the total student enrollment, rather than being the targets of
racial discrimination . One student
shrugged , "It's entirely possible to
walk around campus all ' day without
running into a black. Face .it, it's just
not something you have to think about
every day."
_

issue is undeniably an important one .. :
The Ole Miss cheerleaders are highly ,
visible representatives of the university, and the election of a black
cheerleader is seen as a major step
toward adequate minority representation. "1 think it is important that we
have a black cheerleader, because
'cheerleaders play a large role in our
public relations. It would show that
blacks are really accepted here,"
Chain said. "We need some visible
signs that blacks are integrated here,"
ne professor said. "Now, blacks don't
have any visibility on campus except
as gladiators-that's no improvement
at all."
Most white students said they believed that a qualified black cheerleader
'candidate could be elected, but many
were opposed to any sort of quota
system in the cheerleader selection
that would ensure the squad had a
"token black." Laura Smith, a
sophomore who coaches the freshman
cheerleader squad, said, "If the blacks '
want a black judge for their own
security, that's fine, just as long as the '
most qualified people are elected/ ' ,
One student from Jackson said she felt .
the entire cheerleader situation is "a
bigger issue than it needs to be-it lthe
selectioI}) should be just based on ability and enthusiasm. " .
"If the black candidate had potential, I'm sure ,they'd be elected," one
junior said, , 'but we ' should never
knock our standards. Equality is
everyone having a fair chance, .'with .'
impartial judging. The rational
thinkers know) t's n,o~right to have a
'token black~ (on the squad), and some ·
blacks say , they don't want it that
way."
tudents were the most vocal
on the subject of possible
reverse discrimination. "1
was never in a minority situa- .
tion, but I can't show lthe blacks) em- .
pathy, " said an ASB campus senator
who came from a high school
background where ' 'they took affirmative action to the extreme. I beleve
in affirmative action, but not .
tokenism ," he said. His attitudes ."
toward blacks at Ole Miss? ' 'The
smarter ones could cope with a situa- '
tion where you 're not 'given' anything, :.
but others whip out the attitude,
'we 're speciaL' You don't see that in
the real world. It's like they're expecting us to give them a five-mile head '
start in the race: Fair is fair. Everybody.
should start with square one."
,, ..

feel the university is
taking measures to integrate
student organizations. For instance, in the cheerleader
tryouts last spring, the selection panel
of four included one black judge for
the first time . A bill passed by the ASB
Senate in the fall of 1981 contained
provisions for several cheerleading
clinics to be held in the weeks prior to
tryouts and that there be a black judge
on the selection panel. The bill also increases the size of the cheerleader
squad from 10 to 12 members, "to promote school spirit." Although not
stated as the specific purpose of the
bill, the reason behind the move was to
increase the likelihood that a black be
elected
cheerleader,
former
cheerleader Leigh Anne Roberts said.
,The procedures for the actual election
of the cheerleader squad by the student body remain the same.
The question of how to handle the
black cheerleader situation was a controversial issue for the ASB, but the
,,,,,,,-S
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Sh erry Lu cas, 21 , a se nior at th e Univ e rsity o{· · ·
Mississippi, has been an intern with the
Clark sdale, MS Press-Regis!er.

Su zie Bake r, 21, a 1982 graduate of the Univer.si- I"
ty o f Miss iss ippi, is a public relations represeotativ e for A ckerman and M cQu ee n in OklahomQ "
City .
• ,','
, Wendy Shu
22, a 1982 gradulllle of
Univ e rsity
- is a
University
a
't of the
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By Hump Rogers.

do with, except for the arduous work
which developed the skills. He has
done well, in football and in life. A
nday morning at the
bigot might call him "a credit to his
Missis~ippi Bank in Jackson
race . " A more rational person
is somewhat hectic. Tellers
perceives a great human being.
prepare busily for the day's
Ben Willia,m s came to the University
clientele; secretaries lose themselves
of Mississippi in its eleventh year of
in the 9 a.m. routine. The big man,
though not quite so awesome in a _resurrection from the shame and death
of the 1962 James Meredith integratailored business suit as he is on nation, perhaps the rock-bottom year for
tional television, jogs the last couple of
the school and the state it repr.esents.
steps down to the main floor and imHe and a scat-back named James Reed
mediately becomes the center of attenof Meridian were the first black Rebel
tion. He nods and smiles, and the
football players. ."There was no
workers note his impressive presence
animosity at all involved ," Williams
and return to their early-morning
" - organization. .
says . " I went there with ' a purpose,
and I stuck to that. " Purpose? "To get
"Ge ntle Ben " Williams is
an education and to play good
charismatic; he always has been. But
football." Surprisingly, he says the
don't tell that to the offensive linemen
decision to come to a predominantly
of the National Football League. He
white inst itut ion in his native
has been called one of the most agile
Mississippi was not a hard one. "My
defensive linemen in the NFL, and , in
parents were behind me, wanted me to
the trenches fo r the Buffalo Bills, there
make my own decision. My friends
is no room for charisma. But, in the
decorative c0I?-fines of the Mississippi . were kind of pto and con about it,
though. 1 just felt blacks needed to be
Bank , Williams elicits a profound
respect befitting his 6'3", 260 pound
exposed to a better quality education."
frame . He charmingly ' greets the
The year was 1973, and Ole Miss
visitor with a large hand and
football was noted for its tough
apologizes for being 10 minutes late.
defense, and Williams was the ruck in
He has been in a bank officer's
the middle . He had made the adjustmeeting on the 10th floor of . the big
ment to college life. "It was a
building on Capitol Street, and it i~ obchallenge," he says simply. His
amiability and success on the field
vious the topic has not been the San
made that first year easy for him to be
Diego Chargers' pass offense.
He obviously likes his off-season
accepted. "people always treated me
with respect and I always gave my best
calling. He is able to spend time as a
effort, on and off the field ." There was
father rather than a pass rusher. His
some distance between blacks and
wife, three-year-old daughter, and
whites at Ole Miss, Williams admits,
five-year-old son expect him home for
but his personality transcended the difsupper. During the day he works in the
ferences. " I went to the white bars, but
public relations department of the
it was more like an athlete going than a
Jackson . bank. His job serves as an
black. I wouldn't give anything for the
outlet for his legendary gentleness, and
friends I made there-both black and
balances with his " regular ," often
white . I found the whole experience
violent job, in which he has to supvery rewarding, just as 1 expected."
press that awesome part of his personality .
Though certainly not intentionally,
he had grown up in a situation that
At the beginning of the second half
prepared him for the white world of
of, an Ole Miss football game in his
senior season , " Gentle Ben" jumped
Ole Miss. "I've never had any problem
the snap count and knocked the opposcommunicating with whites," he says.
"My first nine years of education (at
ing center, quarterback and football to
three separate pieces of the HemSt. Francis Elementary in Yazoo City)
ingway Stadium turf here. "I never
were given to me by nuns. Nuns are
was one to . get an intentional penalty
usually white, you know," he grins. As
for my team, but 1 like to let the guys
a junior in high school, he and several
on the other side of the line know I'm
teammates were transferred from allthere" Williams would say later. The
black N.D. Taylor High School to the
intimidation in football is as effective
white Yazoo City High during the
massive school integration of 1970. "A
as persuasiveness in the business
lot of the players weren't used to the
milieux, and Williams' success in both
coaching techniques and didn't know
suggests how well he comprehends
how to communicate with the white
these realities. A three-time Allcoaches and players," he remembers.
Southeastern Conference defensive
"Some of them even quit. but I wanted
end at Ole Miss is destined to be
to play football."
spoken in the same breath with all the
great Rebels, and Williams is coming
t appears the big, talented
off perhaps his best year as a pro in
football player from the
Buffalo. He is a talented football
Yazoo City High Indians who
playPT, a Divine gift that he had little to
happened to be black came to
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Ole Miss not as an innovator, but as an
ambassador. "No, I don't think of
myself as a pioneer. I'd rather be
remembered as a student and a football 'player." He will be remembered
for something more prestigious ,
however. After his senior season, the
Ole Miss student body elected him
Colonel Rebel, the highest elective
position for an undergraduate male.
"That's probably the highlight of my
years at Ole Miss. The black students '
asked me to run. They said they felt
like I deserved it. At first. I really
wasn 't sure about it because I thought.
it was all politics. But I wanted to be
judged more as a student-athlete tnan
as a black. Being elected Colonel Rebel
meant a great deal to me ." Would an
election, then, to a political office in
his home state be a possibility? "No
way," he laughs. "That stuff's not for
me."
. . ams gets up for a cup of
coffee ,and the people in the
bank watch him . The tellers
and secretaries obviously enjoy having him near. " I don ~ t get to Ole
Miss very much anymore," he says,
pouring copious cream and sugar into
his cup. "When you get older, you just
don't seem to have much time ." He is .
che~rful this Monday, although the
weather is unseasonably cool for April
and it has begun to rain. His Mondays
during the Bills' season are usually
spent nursing the bruises of Sunday's
war. " I like to think this is going of be
our years," he says about the next
season. " A couple of good draft
choices and we should really go ." He
Likes Buffalo, despite the arctic
climate. "You get used to the cold. I
figure if 80,000 people want to pay $15
to sit out in the cold and watch us , the
least I can do is play."
Williams says racial incidents in the
NFL are isolated and fails to recall any
personal run-ins between white teammates and ' himself . " You're dealing
with professionals who come from
large univesities that have been integrated for years. There's very little
friction, l'tecause everyone realizes he's
out there to do a job."
As the interview grows serious, he
handles the questions as end sweeps.
"I was aware of the Meredith situation
as it was happening, but I was very
young. I've never been bitter about it. ..
It was something that had to happen.
Every state university had to go
through desegragation. This one just
happened to be tragic." His office is a
block from the Mississippi Governor's
Mansion where Governor Ross Barnett
,
attempted to foil .the attempts of integration in Mississippi. It is two
blocks from the offices of The Jackson
Clarion-Leger, which reported the

murder of a French journalist and and
the bystander during those September
days of 1962, a time when Ole Miss
had become "a pawn in a combat between powerful forces," according to
then Univesity Chancellor J .D .
Williams . Ben Williams, as well as
many other Mississippians, black and
white, is aware that the confrontation
was much more.
They sing Dixie at Ole Miss, and the
song rallies the charges in football
rather than war . Grandfathers, coeds
and the children of alumni wave Confederate flags in support of their beloved Rebels . The same symbols that
glorified a slavery-oriented South are
associated with the athletic teams of
The University of Mississippi. The
symbolism can weigh heavily on the
black athlete at Ole Miss. " It (the Confederate symbols) never bothered me .
I wouldn 't let it take away from my
purpose ," he reflects now. " It bothers
a lot of people, though, especially being in the Deep South and the Civil
War and · slavery being tied in." He
wonders if the situation at his alma
mater has changed. He was unaware
that the first black cheerleader in the
school's history had been elected. "I
doubt if it's improved. The community
(of Oxford) needs so do something. It's
more their problem than the University's. The University can only do so
much. Blacks need a place to exchange
ideas, communicate on their own
level, be with their own types. A
gathering place would help, maybe
more black-oriented clothing stores
and places to eat. It might take a lot of
years, but Ole Miss wouldbenefit from
.t . "
1

Ie Miss has come a lo'ng way
since the days of James
Meredith , and it has seen improvement racially since the
days of Ben Williams. The racial
climate, once volatile 20 years ago, is
now as tepid as his untouched cup of
coffee. But Williams feels the road to a
healthy racial situation stretches as far
ahead as the school has come . "If Ole
Miss wanfs to retain good students,
both black and white, and be competitive nationally, I feel something is
going to have ' to be done (about the
Confederate symbols). There will be
some withdrawal pains, though."
The big man rises from his desk and
sees the visitor to the door. Before
disappearing up the stairs to continue
the day's work , he pauses to chat with
a teller and offers to move a heavy satchel for her. His charm is genuine, his
values solid. History will record this,
along with the number of tackles and
the years played , and the footnote of
being the first black football player at
Ole Miss will fade. Or will it?
Hamp Rogers, a junior at th e University of
Mississippi, has been an intern with The Tupelo
Dally Journal and The Sun-Herald in Biloxi, MS
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